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1. OFFICIAL NOTICE 

In accordance with the Industrial Property Act, 2001 and Industrial Property 
Rules, 2001 

Preliminary 

Section 1 to 3 

 

Part III 

Section 24 to 33 (Marks, Collective Marks, Trade Names and Acts of 

Unfair Competition) 

 

Part IV 

Sections 34 to 44 (General Provisions- as applicable to Part III) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sd/- 

   (Kinley Tenzin Wangchuk) 

                REGISTRAR OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

All application, notices, statements or other documents or any fees required by the 

Regulations or the Rules will be received at the Industrial Property Registry, Royal 

Government of Bhutan, Thimphu 

Fees 

Fees may be paid in cash or Bank drafts drawn on a local Bank, made payable the   

Registrar of Industrial Property. Until further notice the fees in cash may be paid at the 

Regional Trade & Industry Office, Thimphu under the head “Fees for administration of 

Industrial Property Regulations (FAIPR) 

Industrial Property Attorneys 

Under section 35, read with Rule 60, the following persons are registered as Industrial 

Property Attorneys: 

1. Mr. Prakash Rasaily, Clues & Colleague, P.O. Box. 503, Flat # 1,   Lhaki 

Shopping Center, Phendey Lam, Thimphu 11001, Bhutan. Telephone: 00975-2-

325572. 

2. Mr. Yishay Dorji, Yishay & Associates, Sernya Lam, P.O.Box 995, Thimphu, 

Bhutan. Telephone: 00975-2-325722. 

3. Mrs. Sonam Uden, Blue Lotus IP Service, Thimphu, Bhutan. Tel- 00975-2-

325722 

4. Mr. Cheda, Langjophakha, Thimphu, Telephone: 00975-17633828, email: 

meetcheda@gmail.com 

Marks limited to colours 

Where it is indicated in the application, for registration of the mark to be limited to certain 

colours, such colours are not published, but the claims are mentioned. 

Application Details 

The number of the application is indicated before the date of filing, followed by the 

particulars of the applicant. The address for service in case of a foreign applicant is also 

given. The conditions/limitations subject to which the mark is accepted are also indicated. 

Since the registry follows the multiclass application system, the relevant goods/services and 

classes are shown together. 

Opposition 

Notice is hereby given that any person interested may, within three months from the date of 

this publication, give to the Registrar notice of opposition to the registration of the mark, on 

Form 10 along with the prescribed fee. 

2. NEW  NOTICES 

 

The registry would like to notify our client to follow the 11
th

 Edition of the NICE 

Classification of Goods and services in classifying the goods & services owing to changes 

and additional classes being included in this edition. 



 

 

To assist the Registrar in expediting the acceptance of trademark application for 

registration, agents and clients are reminded to ensure that the specification of goods & 

services set out in the application forms conform with the International Classification of 

Goods & Services (9
th

 edition of the Nice classification) as stated above. 

 

Following INID Codes are used in the Journals 

INID is an acronym for Internationally agreed Numbers for Identification of biblographic 

Data 

 

(210)- Serial number of application 

(220)- Date of filing of application 

(310)(320)(330)- Priority 

(511) – NICE classification for goods and services 

(526) - Disclaimer 

(540) - Reproduction of marks 

(571) – Description of mark 

(731) – Name and address of the applicant 

(750) – Address for correspondence or agent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: The Registry does not guarantee the accuracy of its publication or undertakes any 

responsibility for errors and omissions or their consequences. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1079503 

(220) Application Date :26/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Clarke Mosquito Control Products, Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : 159 North Garden Avenue Roselle IL 60172, 

United States of America 

(750) Representative: 444 West Lake Street, Suite 3200 Chicago IL 

60606 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): 

NATULAR 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 5    Insecticides. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1141714 

(220) Application Date :14/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Samsung Electronics CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, 

Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea 

(750) Representative: 12F, Daelim Acrotel, 13 Eonju-ro 30-gil 

(Dogok-dong), Gangnam-gu Seoul 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): SAMSUNG 

KNOX 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Security platform software programs, downloadable and preloaded 

computer security software, downloadable and preloaded smartphone security software, downloadable 

and preloaded tablet PC security software, computer hardware and software for providing secure 

remote access to computer and communication networks, smartphone hardware and software for 

providing secure remote access to smartphone and communication networks, tablet PC hardware and 

software for providing secure remote access to tablet PC and communication networks. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1207296 

(220) Application Date :28/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : NOVARTIS AG  

(731) Applicant Address : CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

(540): TABRECTA 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Pharmaceutical preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1262537 

(220) Application Date :07/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : FONTI ALTA VALLE PO S.P.A. 
(731) Applicant Address : Via Roma, 61 I-12034 PAESANA 

(CN), Italy 

(750) Representative: Via Caboto, 35 I-10129 TORINO 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):  

 

  
 

(540): FONTI ALTA VALLE 

PO 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32   Mineral water; sparkling water; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks; 
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mixed fruit juices; syrups for beverages. 

 

35   Retail, wholesale and online sale services in relation to: mineral water, sparkling water, non-

alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks, mixed fruit juices, syrups for beverages. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1331235 

(220) Application Date :24/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) Applicant Address : 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul 06797, Republic of 

Korea 

(750) Representative: Jeongdong Building, 17F, 21-15 Jeongdong-gil, Jung-gu 

Seoul 04518 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): 

Kona 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 12   Automobiles. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1339288 

(220) Application Date :09/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Fashion Nova, Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : 2801 E. 46th Street Vernon CA 

90058, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 1221 Post Road East, Suite 302 Westport 

CT 06880 

(526) Disclaimer : "FASHION". 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): FASHION 

NOVA 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 35   Computerized on-line ordering featuring general consumer merchandise; 

computerized on-line retail store services in the field of apparel, accessories, and footwear. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1377383 

(220) Application Date :09/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Fashion Nova, Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : 2801 E. 46th Street Vernon CA 90058, 

United States of America 

(750) Representative: 1221 Post Road East, Suite 302 Westport 

CT 06880 

(526) Disclaimer : "FASHION". 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): FASHION 

NOVA 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 25    Blouses; bodysuits; bottoms; dresses; hats; jackets; jeans; jump suits; 

leggings; pants; rompers; shirts; shorts; skirts; socks; sweaters; undergarments. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1407124 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Bonnie & Claus Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : 3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 

500 Las Vegas NV 89169, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 660 S Figueroa Street, No. 2300 Los 

Angeles CA 90017 

(526) Disclaimer :  

 

 
 

 

(540): HANACURE 
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(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 3   Cosmetics; personal skin care products, namely soaps, moisturizing 

creams, lotions, serums, anti-wrinkle creams, brightening creams, skin toners, cleansing and 

moisturizing facial packs and masks, exfoliating skin scrubs for face and body, skin spot remover, eye 

cream, eye make-up remover, anti-aging treatments and masks, pore minimizing treatments and 

masks, sunscreen lotions, after-sun creams and lotions. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1472321 

(220) Application Date :09/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Neurimmune Holding AG 
(731) Applicant Address : Wagistrasse 13, CH-8952 

Schlieren, Switzerland 

(750) Representative: Elisenstrasse 3 80335 Munich 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): Neurimmune 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of nervous system diseases, 

infectious diseases, neoplasms, immune system diseases, endocrine and metabolic diseases, circulatory 

system diseases, eye diseases; veterinary preparations for the treatment of nervous system diseases, 

infectious diseases, neoplasms, immune system diseases, endocrine diseases, metabolic diseases, 

circulatory system diseases, eye diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for immunotherapeutic use, 

pharmaceutical agents for the elimination of tumors, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases, pharmaceutical preparations, namely, immunogens; pharmaceutical 

preparations, namely, antibodies used for the testing of the disease; vaccines; diagnostic preparations 

for medical use in the form of epitopes for detecting protein abnormalities; pharmaceutical 

preparations, namely, synthetic peptides used for the treatment of central nervous system diseases, 

metabolic diseases, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, psychiatric diseases, infections; hygiene 

preparations for medical use; biocides; diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary use; towels 

for hygiene purposes; dietetic foods for medical use; dietetic beverages for medical use; biological 

preparations for medical use in the form of protein antibodies directed against specific protein epitopes 

for use in the treatment of central nervous system diseases, metabolic diseases, cardiovascular 

diseases, cancer, psychiatric diseases, infections, immunological diseases, inflammatory diseases, 

respiratory diseases, psychological diseases; anti-bacterial preparations, namely, antibacterial 

substances for medical use, anti-bacterial pharmaceutical preparations, bio-pharmaceutical 

preparations for the treatment of cancer; protein dietary supplements. 

 

42   Monitoring, inspection and analysis of biologically active chemicals for quality control purposes; 

research in the field of pharmaceutical products, cosmetics and foodstuffs for others; advisory and 

information services in the field of monitoring and control for purposes of quality control and analysis 

of biologically active chemicals; research in the field of medical treatment and medical methods; 

research in the field of biotechnology and antibodies; medical and scientific research in the field of 

clinical trial review and research in medical treatment; research in the field of sanitary care; 

monitoring and inspection of biological synthesis and pharmaceutical production for quality control 

purposes and for purposes of scientific research and research in the field of biology; software design; 

computer programming; maintenance of software; design and development of computer hardware; 

software development; consultancy and providing of information with respect to quality control of 

pharmaceutical products; scientific research in the field of cancerous diseases; scientific research with 

respect to chemistry. 

 

44   Medical services; medical services in the field of immunity; provision of medical information; 
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medical examinations, namely, physical examinations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical consulting 

in the manufacture of medicines; services provided by consultants in nutrition and dietetics; 

consultancy and providing of information in the field of sanitary care, namely, providing of health 

information in connection with health; veterinary services; beauty salon services; animal care services, 

namely, veterinary care services; medical consulting services for hygiene in the field of care; medical 

consultancy and providing of medical information with respect to preparation, administration and 

dosing of pharmaceutical preparations; consulting services with respect to preparation and 

administration of pharmaceutical products; providing medical information for medical staff and for 

patients in the form of compiled reports in the field of diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic 

properties of medicines; drug testing, namely, systematic testing of medicinal products for medical 

use. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1474426 

(220) Application Date :11/01/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : KARELIA TOBACCO 

COMPANY INC  

(731) Applicant Address : Athinon Street GR-241 00 

Kalamata, Greece 

(750) Representative: 10 Fetter Lane London EC4A 

1BR 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  017931863  17/07/2018  EM and 

018006726  07/01/2019  EM 

 

  
 

(540): AMERICAN LEGEND REAL 

AMERICAN BLEND 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34   Tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigarillos, smokers' 

articles, ashtrays, cigarette cases, cigarette lighters, cigarette papers, matches, liquid solutions for use 

in electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use with electronic cigarettes; cases 

and holders for electronic cigarettes; electronic hookahs; electronic shisha pipes; electronic smoking 

pipes; vaping products, other than for medical purposes; personal vaporisers for smoking purposes; 

parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1482569 

(220) Application Date :19/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan 

Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men 

Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): 

Reno 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; 

notebook computers; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; 

computer game software, recorded; computer game software, downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet 

computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with 

artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartphone software applications, downloadable; personal digital 

assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; 

virtual reality game software; LCD monitors; computer game software downloadable from a global 

computer network; light emitting diode displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus to check 

franking; counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; face 
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recognition devices; punched card machines for offices; bathroom scales; rules [measuring 

instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; 

telephone apparatus; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cell 

phones; network communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; 

protective films adapted for smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie 

sticks for use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation device; electronic 

devices used to locate lost articles employing the global positioning system or cellular communication 

networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable media players; 

electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD 

(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-

held monopods]; selfie lenses; measuring apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires, electric; 

USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs; video screens; remote control apparatus; 

optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning conductors; 

electrolysers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for 

personal use against accidents; theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; 

rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; animated 

cartoons; portable remote car arrester; optical apparatus and instruments; gesture recognition software; 

biometric retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1485185 

(220) Application Date :11/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan 

Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No. 22 Jian Guo Men 

Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): Find 

Y 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; 

notebook computers; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; 

computer game software, downloadable; usb flash drives; tablet computers; smartglasses; 

smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart 

rings; smartphone software applications, downloadable; personal digital assistants [pdas]; computer 

software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality game software; lcd 

monitors; light emitting diode displays; usb card readers; face recognition devices; transmitters of 

electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus; global positioning system [gps] 

apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones; network communication equipment; wearable 

activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for use 

with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones; gps navigation device; in-car telephone handset 

cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable media players; electronic book readers; earphones; 

virtual reality headsets; wearable video display monitors; hd (high definition) televisions; dmb (digital 

multimedia broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; audiovisual 

teaching apparatus; wires, electric; usb cables; semi-conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs; video 

screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating 

apparatus; lightning conductors; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless 

chargers; usb chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable remote 

controlled car arrester; optical apparatus and instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric 

retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones. 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1492843 

(220) Application Date :25/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Benesse Corporation 
(731) Applicant Address : 3-7-17 Minamigata, Okayama-shi  Kita-Ku 

Okayama 700-8686, Japan 

(750) Representative: TMI Associates, 23rd Floor, Roppongi Hills Mori 

Tower, 6-10-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-6123 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): Shimajiro 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Application software, namely, children's educational application software; 

computer software, namely, children's educational software; computer software; application software; 

audiovisual teaching apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, tablet computers; computers; 

prerecorded magnetic data carriers; telecommunication machines and apparatus; smartwatches; 

smartphones; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs 

recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; protective helmets for sports; 

sports whistles; weight belts for scuba diving; air tanks for scuba diving; snorkels; regulators for scuba 

diving; metronomes; prerecorded electronic circuits and CD-ROMs featuring automatic performance 

programs for electronic musical instruments; effecters for electric or electronic musical instruments; 

phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable films and 

movies; animated cartoons; downloadable films and movies containing animated films, children's film, 

children's lessons and educations, and children's educational programs; downloadable image files 

containing animated films, children's film, comedy films, children's lessons and educations, and 

children's educational programs; prerecorded video discs and video tapes; recorded video discs, video 

tapes, CD-ROMs, DVDs and other recorded media featuring animated films, children's films, comedy 

films, children's lesson and education films, and children's educational program films; prerecorded 

compact discs featuring music; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; 

electronic publications; downloadable electronic publications, namely, magazines, periodicals, 

newsletters, journals, books, comic books, catalogues and pamphlets in the field of education, learning 

and study; electronic publications, namely, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, journals, books, comic 

books, catalogues and pamphlets in the field of education, learning and study recorded on computer 

media; electronic publications in the nature of picture books recorded on computer media; 

downloadable electronic publications in the nature of picture books; electronic publications in the 

nature of magazines, books and journals in the field of comics, cartoons, play, games, trips, cooking, 

hobbies, pets, cleaning, storage, nursing care, music, images, fashions, beauty treatment, health, 

pregnancy, childbirth, parenting, child-raising, interior design, interior accessories, interior decoration, 

interior goods, foods and beverages, home electrical appliances, sports, toys and vehicles recorded on 

computer media; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, books and journals 

in the field of comics, cartoons, play, games, trips, cooking, hobbies, pets, cleaning, storage, nursing 

care, music, images, fashions, beauty treatment, health, pregnancy, childbirth, parenting, child-raising, 

interior design, interior accessories, interior decoration, interior goods, foods and beverages, home 

electrical appliances, sports, toys and vehicles; downloadable educational course materials; exposed 

cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; game programs for arcade video game 

machines; eyewear, namely, sunglasses, eyeglasses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; photographic 

machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; 

breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; 

rotary converters; phase modifiers; solar batteries; batteries and cells; laboratory apparatus and 

instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments; fireproof garments; disaster prevention 

hoods; teaching robots; cameras; cinematographic projectors; mobile phones; television receivers [TV 

sets]; telephones; downloadable computer game programs; computer game programs; downloadable 

game programs for cellular phones and smart phones; video game cartridges; electronic circuits and 
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CD-ROMs recorded with computer game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; 

electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; decorative magnets. 

 

41   Nursery schools; educational services; correspondence school services; conducting of 

correspondence courses; language instruction; educational examination; providing information about 

education; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; 

educational services and instruction services, namely, classes in the field of arts, crafts, sports, music, 

health, gymnastics, exercise, morality, ethics, literature, science, physics, languages, math, arithmetic, 

social studies, geography, history and politics at the primary and secondary levels; arranging and 

conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; 

arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of preschool children education and 

training; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing electronic 

publications; providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, books 

and journals in the field of education, learning and study; providing non-downloadable electronic 

publications in the nature of magazines, books and journals in the field of comics, cartoons, play, 

games, trips, cooking, hobbies, pets, cleaning, storage, nursing care, music, images, fashions, beauty 

treatment, health, pregnancy, childbirth, parenting, child-raising, interior design, interior accessories, 

interior decoration, interior goods, foods and beverages, home electrical appliances, sports, toys and 

vehicles; providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of picture books; services 

of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; publication of books; 

arranging and planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; providing on-line videos, 

not downloadable; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and distribution; providing 

on-line music, not downloadable; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of 

plays; presentation of musical performances; arranging, conducting and organization of concerts; 

production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, 

culture, entertainment or sports [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or 

publicity]; entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's 

entertainment; entertainment in the nature of animated and live action television series; directing of 

radio and television programs; organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; 

organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, 

horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; providing sports facilities; providing amusement 

facilities; game services provided on-line from a computer network or mobile phone network; on-line 

game services; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, music or educational training; providing 

recreational areas in the nature of play areas for children; booking of seats for shows; rental of sports 

equipment; rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic 

tapes; photography; rental of toys; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental of game 

machines and apparatus. 

 

42   Providing temporary use of non-downloadable educational software for children; providing 

temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site; software as a 

service [SaaS]; providing computer programs on data networks; hosting of web sites; cloud 

computing; rental of computers; computer technology consultancy; providing search engines for the 

internet; computer network configuration services; data encryption services; off-site data backup; 

computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; designing of 

machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, 

apparatus and instruments; designing, other than for advertising purposes; testing, inspection or 

research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building construction or city 

planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or 

research on civil engineering; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or 

fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; providing meteorological 

information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys or research; technological advice 
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relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of 

laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of technical drawing instruments. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1493128 

(220) Application Date :11/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD. (731) Applicant Address : No. 18 

Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 Jian Guo Men 

Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): 

Find Z 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; 

notebook computers; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs,  downloadable; 

computer game software, downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet computers; smartglasses; 

smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart 

rings; smartphone software applications, downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAS]; computer 

software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality game software; 

LCD monitors; light emitting diode displays: USB card readers; pedometers; face recognition devices; 

transmitters of electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus; global 

positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile [telephones; cell phones; network 

communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted 

for smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the form 

of jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation 

device; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable media players; 

electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD 

(high definition) [televisions]; DMB (digital multimedia broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-

held monopods]; selfie lenses; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semi-

conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs; video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres 

[light conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable 

batteries; wireless chargers; USB chargers; animated cartoons; optical apparatus and instruments; 

gesture recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1500735 

(220) Application Date :06/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : TROPILITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : Tansen Road Gwalior-474002 (m.p.), India 

(750) Representative: 320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City 

Centre Gwalior-474 011 (m.p.) 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): Tropolite 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Whipped cream; cream [dairy products]; vegetable-based cream; fruit 

jellies; jellies for food; jams. 

 

30   Bread; cakes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; cake frosting [icing]; cake powder; 

cake batter; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; confectionery; fondants [confectionery]; sugar confectionery; 

chocolate; chocolate mousses; chocolate decorations for cakes. 
 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1513286 

(220) Application Date :16/12/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : POWER CONSTRUCTION  CORPORATION OF 

CHINA 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 1 Sanlihe Road, Haidian District Beijing, China 

(750) Representative: 10/F, Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street 100031 

Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Red, orange and blue.The left part of the device is in red, 

orange and blue. The right part of the device is in red and blue. The Chinese 

characters and English words "POWERCHINA" are in blue. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): 
POWERCHINA 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 4   Electrical energy; dust removing preparations; illuminating wax; wax [raw 

material]; fuel; industrial grease; lubricating oil. 

 

9   Computers; data processing apparatus; recorded computer programs; quantity indicators; 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; signal lanterns; antennas; electro-dynamic apparatus for the 

remote control of signals; measuring instruments; optical lenses; electric wires; wafers for integrated 

circuits; chips [integrated circuits]; electric conductors; electric switches; fluorescent screens; remote 

control apparatus; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the remote 

control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; protection devices for personal use against 

accidents; electric theft prevention installations; electric batteries; animated cartoons; electrified 

fences. 

 

36   Insurance underwriting; capital investment; art appraisal; real estate management; financial 

customs brokerage services; surety services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; lending against 

security. 

 

37   Construction information; construction consultancy; construction; harbor construction; mining 

extraction; upholstery repair; heating equipment installation and repair; electric appliance installation 

and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; strong-room maintenance and 

repair; rustproofing; retreading of tires; disinfecting; elevator installation and repair; burglar alarm 

installation and repair; repair of power lines. 

 

39   Transport; packaging of goods; piloting; lighterage services; river transport; car transport; air 

transport; car parking; rental of warehouses; distribution of energy; operating canal locks; courier 

services [messages or merchandise]; travel reservation; transport by pipeline. 

 

42   Conducting technical project studies; quality control; surveying; geological surveys; chemical 

analysis; biological research; weather forecasting; material testing; industrial design; architectural 

consultancy; construction drafting; design of interior decoration; computer programming; 

authenticating works of art; cartography services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1527086 

(220) Application Date :07/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : EARFUN, INC 
(731) Applicant Address : 8605 SANTA MONICA BLVD #79525 WEST 

HOLLYWOOD CA 90069, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 550 South Hope Street, Suite 2825 Los Angeles CA 

90071 

(526) Disclaimer :  

 
 

 

(540): EarFun 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 9   Audio amplifiers; Earphones and headphones; Portable media players; 

Wireless transmitters and receivers; Audio speakers; Consumer electronic products, namely, audio 

amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and connectors, audio 

decoders, video decoders, speakers, power conversion devices, power converters, and power inverters; 

Soundbar speakers; Wireless headsets for smartphones; Wireless speakers. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1529554 

(220) Application Date :12/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: Apple Inc. One Apple Park 

Way MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino, CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): REALITY 

CONVERTER 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Downloadable computer software used in developing other 

software applications; downloadable application development software; downloadable 

computer software used in editing, customizing, and producing three-dimensional effects. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538199 

(220) Application Date :28/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : China Tobacco Jiangsu Industrial Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 406-3 Zhongshan North Road, Nanjing  

210011 Jiangsu, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center, No. 6 Zhujiang East 

Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 

 
 

(540): iRod 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34    Lighters for smokers; matches; ashtrays for smokers; tobacco; electronic 

cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; cigars; cigarettes containing tobacco 

substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarettes; cigarette filters. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538234 

(220) Application Date :08/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Jintuo Thermal Energy 

Technology Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : North of Gutou Village, Southeast of 

Longfengzhuang Village, Mashan Town, Changqing District, Jinan 

City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 904, Building 1, Yinzuo Zhongxin, No. 

22799, Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

 

 

 
 

(540):  



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(511) Goods/Services : 11   Heating apparatus; air cooling apparatus; hot air apparatus; water 

purifying apparatus and machines; cooling installations for water; bath installations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538296 

(220) Application Date :30/09/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : SABROSTAR FRUIT COMPANY 

S.A. 
(731) Applicant Address : Avda. Francisco de Orellana, 234, 

Edificio Blue Towers, piso 15 - oficina 1501-1504 Guayaquil, 

Ecuador 

(750) Representative: ESQUIVEL & MARTIN SANTOS, 

Calle de Velázquez, 3, piso 3 E-28001 MADRID (MADRID) 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Blue, light blue, yellow, orange and 

white 

(310)(320)(330):  4015868  17/04/2019  ES 

 

 
 

(540): SABROSTAR 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 31   Fresh fruits, namely bananas, plantains, mangos, pineapples, melons, 

soursops, papayas, passion fruits, avocados, guavas, limes, grapefruits, mandarin oranges, oranges, 

lemons, cassavas, coconuts, unprocessed cocoa beans and fresh nuts. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538339 

(220) Application Date :18/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : NAOS 
(731) Applicant Address : 355 rue Pierre-Simon Laplace F-13290 

AIX-EN-PROVENCE, France 

(750) Representative: Le Contemporain, 50 chemin de la Bruyère F-

69574 DARDILLY Cedex 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): CARE 

FIRST 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 35   Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 

development and coordination of volunteer projects for charities, namely, commercial management 

and administration of volunteer projects for charities; administrative services for third parties, namely 

administrative formalities for assistance and support services for people returning home after 

hospitalization, carrying out of administrative formalities for home help services for elderly, sick 

and/or disabled people. 

 

36   Project financing services; financial support to associations; charitable services, namely financing 

services; financing for sponsorship of companies and non-profit entities; development and setting up 

of financing solutions; sponsorship in the form of financial support. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538349 

(220) Application Date :28/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Wanhao Fertilizer Co.,ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : East of Liyuan Street, Economic 

Development Zone, Shanghe County, Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 904, Building 1, Yinzuo Zhongxin, 

No. 22799, Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong 

Province 

 

  
 

(540):  
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 5   Herbicides; fungicides for agricultural purposes; pesticides; preparations 

for destroying noxious animals; preparations for destroying harmful plant; weedkiller; soil-sterilising 

preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538584 

(220) Application Date :15/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SHIMANO INC. 
(731) Applicant Address : 3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-

8577, Japan 

(750) Representative: TSUJIMOTO LAW & PATENT FIRM, Nice-One 

Building, 6-20, Ueshio 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 542-0064 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  2020-019411  21/02/2020  JP 

 
 

 

(540): 

CUES 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12   Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for 

bicycles, including electric bicycles, namely, hubs, internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains 

dynamo inside, bicycle hub which contains bicycle power meter inside, hub quick release levers, hub 

quick release devices, axles of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, gear shifting apparatus, 

derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, shift 

cables, cranks, crank which contains bicycle power meter inside, crank sets, front chain wheels, 

pedals, pedal which contains bicycle power meter inside, bicycle pedal cleats, toe clips, brake levers, 

brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, brake rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, 

spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for frame-fork assembly, suspensions, handlebars, 

handlebar stems, grips for handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, gear position indicators for 

bicycles, electric motors for bicycles, switches for bicycles. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538675 

(220) Application Date :03/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : CAI YEJUN 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 1, Lane 6, Yingxing West Road, 

Jixing, Tongyu Town, Chaoyang District, Shantou 518000 

Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing Square (NEO), 

6009 Shennan Middle Road, Futian District,  Shenzhen City 518048 

Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): 3Q beauty 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Cakes of soap; stain removing preparations in powder form; shoe cream; 

smoothing stones; ethereal oils; cosmetics; dentifrices; scented wood; cosmetics for animals. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538713 

(220) Application Date :03/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shenzhen Jasic Technology 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.3, Qinglan 1st Road, 

Pingshan District Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center, No.6 

Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou 510623 

Guangdong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): EVOLVE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Welding machines, electric; electric arc welders; gas welding machines; 

welding machines; soldering irons, gas-operated; soldering blow pipes, gas-operated; electrodes for 

welding machines; electric welding apparatus; welding torches; industrial robots. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538780 

(220) Application Date :17/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : LANyAN Limited Company 
(731) Applicant Address : 1011, building 19, donghai taihe plaza,  fenghai 

road, donghai street, fengze district, quanzhou city 362000 fujian province, 

China 

(750) Representative: No. 16A and D, fuhao building,  quanxiu road, 

fengze district,  quanzhou city fujian province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): LANYAN 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Facial cleanser; cosmetics; toothpaste; essential oil; oils for cleaning 

purposes; incense; polishing cream; body wash for pets (non-medicated cleaning preparation); abrasive 

preparations; air fragrancing preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538783 

(220) Application Date :17/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : EVC electronic GmbH 
(731) Applicant Address : Am Pfauenzehnt 11a 46539 Dinslaken, Germany 

(750) Representative: Stresemannstraße 20-22 47051 Duisburg 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): WinOLS 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Application software. 

 

42   Design of automobiles; industrial analysis and research on car tyres. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538790 

(220) Application Date :27/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : MIDAS CARE 

PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Papa Indl. Estate, 40, Suren Road, 

Andheri (East) Mumbai-400093, India 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

 

 
 

(540): CLIMAX 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 5   Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances included in this 

class. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538856 

(220) Application Date :17/12/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Kangyuetang Economic and 

Trade Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 82 Jingshiyi Road, Shizhong District, 

Jinan City 250001 Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: 36F, Building A4-3,  Hanyu Gold Valley 

Business Centre,  No.7000 Jingshi Road,  High-Tech Zone, Jinan 

250101 Shandong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Sea-cucumbers, not live; edible bird's nest; dried shellfish; dried shrimps; 

shrimps, not live; shark fin for food; caviar; dried edible mushroom; fish, tinned; fruit and vegetable-

based snacks. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538936 

(220) Application Date :13/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Samsung Electronics Co., 

Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 129, Samsung-ro, 

Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do, Republic of 

Korea 

(750) Representative: 12F Daelim Acrotel, 13 

Eonju-ro 30-gil,  Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06292 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Galaxy Store 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Mobile telephones; smart phones; tablet computers; computer software for 

browsing and accessing digital content, computer software, computer games, audio works, visual 

works, audiovisual works, electronic publications, books, movies, and music; computer software for 

retrieval, download, storage, transmission, and display of digital content, computer software, computer 

games, audio works, visual works, audiovisual works, electronic publications, books, movies, and 

music. 

 

35   Online retail store services featuring computer software programs; online retail store services 

featuring computer game programs; online retail store services featuring audio recordings; online retail 

store services featuring electronic publications; online retail store services featuring books; online 

retail store services featuring downloadable movies; online retail store services featuring downloadable 

music; online retail store services featuring downloadable videos; online retail store services featuring 

downloadable sound, images and videos which are offered as a TV program. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1538989 

(220) Application Date :27/09/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way 

Cupertino CA 95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way MS: 169-

3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer : Music 

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  77283  27/03/2019  JM 

  
 

(540): Music 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 38   Broadcasting and transmission of voice, data, images, music, audio, 

video, multimedia, television, and radio by means of telecommunications networks; broadcast and 

transmission of streamed music, audio, video, and multimedia content by means of 

telecommunications networks; transfer of music, audio, video, and multimedia to matched users by 

means of telecommunications networks; providing access to websites, databases, electronic bulletin 

boards, online forums, directories, music, and audio and video content programs on the Internet by 

means of telecommunications networks; broadcast and transmission of streamed music, audio, video, 

and multimedia content by means of radio, television, internet, and satellite for business use; streaming 

of data; streaming of audio and video material on the Internet featuring performances, documentaries, 

music, and interviews featuring musical artists; streaming of audio and visual content featuring 

musical artists; audio and video broadcasting services over the Internet featuring performances, 

documentaries, music, and interviews featuring musical artists; audio broadcasting and video 

broadcasting featuring musical artists; delivery of digital music by electronic transmission; providing 

streaming audio and video entertainment content to users through a subscription service provided 

online via a communication network. 

 

41   Arranging, organizing, conducting, and presenting concerts, live musical performances, 

entertainment special events in the nature of musical and cultural events, arts and cultural events, 

theatrical entertainment in the nature of live theatrical performances, and exhibitions for entertainment 

purposes; production and distribution of radio programs, television programs, and sound recordings; 

entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing television, radio, audio programs, video programs, 

podcasts, and webcast programs in the field of entertainment; providing audio and video programming 

featuring entertainment, sports, music, information, and news by means of telecommunications 

networks; provision of live entertainment and recorded entertainment, namely, musical performances; 

providing non-downloadable audio and video programming featuring entertainment, sports, music, 

informational, and current events news programming; providing entertainment information, sports 

information, music information, news in the fields of music and entertainment, and arts and culture 

information via websites and computer applications; providing information in the field of 

entertainment, music, sports, news in the fields of music and entertainment, and arts and culture via 

websites and computer applications; entertainment services, namely, providing information, reviews 

and personalized recommendations of entertainment in the nature of music, arts and cultural events, 

concerts, live musical and cultural performances, fairs for entertainment purposes, music festivals for 

cultural or entertainment purposes, and exhibitions for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, 

namely, providing reviews, and ratings, and providing interactive websites for entertainment purposes 

for the sharing of reviews, and ratings of users all relating to entertainment, art and cultural events, 

concerts, live musical performances, entertainment fairs, music festivals for cultural or entertainment 

purposes, and exhibitions for entertainment purposes (terms too vague in the opinion of the 

International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Regulations); providing pre-recorded music, video 

programs for use on mobile communications devices via a global computer network and wireless 

networks; publication of articles, all in the fields of music and entertainment; providing non-

downloadable publications in the nature of articles, all in the fields of music and entertainment, for 

entertainment purposes via websites; news reporting in the field of music and entertainment; 

production of programmed music and video displays for subscribers; audio and video recording and 

production services for others; music service, namely, providing specially programmed background 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

non-downloadable music for retail establishments, public areas, and commercial establishments via 

telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, radio, and wireless networks; 

musical, radio, television and video entertainment services, namely, custom arrangement and editing 

of music, audio and video programs; custom music programming services; entertainment services in 

the nature of development, creation, production, and distribution of musical artist video documentary 

series; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable music, interviews, live 

music performances, and videos featuring musical artists via a website; entertainment services, 

namely, a multimedia program series featuring musical artists distributed via various platforms across 

multiple forms of transmission media; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable, 

pre-recorded music, video programs, and graphics for use on mobile communications devices via a 

global computer network and wireless networks. 

 

42   Providing online non-downloadable software for use in generating customized recommendations 

of audio, video, data, text and other multimedia content; providing online non-downloadable software 

for use in creating and sharing playlists of audio and multimedia files; providing online non-

downloadable software for use in connection with an online music subscription service; providing 

online non-downloadable software for use in playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, 

manipulating, and reviewing audio files and media files; providing online non-downloadable software 

for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, 

video, text and multimedia content; providing search engines for obtaining data via the internet and 

other electronic communications networks; computer services, namely, providing customized web 

pages and other data feed formats featuring a user-customized feed of information in the fields of 

news, commentary, and other information, content from periodicals, blogs, and websites, and other 

text, audio, video, and multimedia content; creating website-based indexes of online information, 

websites and other resources available via a global computer network for others; providing information 

relating to computer hardware and software technology provided on-line via a global computer 

network and the Internet; electronic data storage services; hosting a website featuring technology 

allowing the user to preview, view, upload, download, post, edit, store, share, purchase, and review 

images, audio, videos, publications, podcasts, and multimedia content; hosting a website enabling 

users to download audio and video entertainment content through a subscription service provided 

online via a communication network; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer 

software for entertainment purposes for the sharing of reviews, and ratings of users all relating to 

entertainment, art and cultural events, concerts, live musical performances, entertainment fairs, music 

festivals for cultural or entertainment purposes, and exhibitions for entertainment purposes; hosting an 

interactive website featuring technology that allows users to the upload, store, share and view and post 

images, audio, videos, podcasts, and multimedia content. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539059 

(220) Application Date :13/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 

95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: Apple Inc., One Apple Park Way Cupertino 

CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): IPHONE SE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Mobile telephones; smartphones; mobile devices for the sending and 

receiving of telephone calls, text messages, electronic mail, and other digital data, and for use in 

providing access to the internet; network communication apparatus, namely, mobile electronic devices 

for the sending and receiving of text, data, audio, image, and video files across networks; electronic 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

communication equipment and instruments, namely, mobile electronic devices for sending and 

receiving of text, data, audio, image, and video files; wireless communication devices for the 

transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; computers; handheld 

computers; recorded and downloadable computer software for accessing, browsing and searching 

online databases; cases for mobile phones; cases for smartphones. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539297 

(220) Application Date :25/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C,  Beijing Global Trade 

Center,  36 North Third Ring Road East 100013 Dongcheng District, 

Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  42743229  02/12/2019  CN; 42752791  02/12/2019  

CN and 42758799  02/12/2019  CN 

 

  
 

(540): HUAWEI 

Community 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 38   Providing online forums; providing online chatrooms for social 

networking; videoconferencing services; teleconferencing services; remotely operated 

audioconferencing services; videoconferencing communications; providing online forums for 

transferring information between computer users; communications by cellular phones; 

communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 

electronic bulletin board services (telecommunications services); providing telecommunications 

connections to a global computer network; providing user access to a global computer network 

(service providers); providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; radio communications. 

 

41   Instruction services; teaching; online publication of electronic books and journals; providing 

online electronic publications, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; 

providing online music, not downloadable; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 

conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; comprehensive 

magazines provided online, not downloadable; online electronic publications of books and journals; 

club services (entertainment or education). 

 

42   Cloud computing; platform as a service (PaaS); consultancy in the design and development of 

computer hardware; design and development of mobilephone software applications; technological 

research; technical project studies; research and development of new products for others; scientific 

research; telecommunications technology consultancy; research in the field of telecommunications 

technology; computer software design; maintenance of computer software; conversion of data or 

documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 

installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical 

conversion); computer software consultancy; providing search engines for the internet; monitoring of 

computer systems by remote access; software as a service (SaaS); information technology (IT) 

consultancy; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; providing information on computer 

technology and programming via a web site. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539330 

(220) Application Date :01/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HYUNDAI MOTOR COMPANY 
(731) Applicant Address : 12, Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu Seoul, Republic of 

Korea 

 
 

 

(540): 

STARIA 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: 12Fl, Seolim Building, 115 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, 

Seoul 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  4020200089695  28/05/2020  KR 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 12   Automobiles; vans [vehicles]; trucks; electric vehicles; hybrid vehicles. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539346 

(220) Application Date :11/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : 3A PROTECTION PTY LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : Level 26, 56 Pitt Street, Sydney Sydney NSW 2000, 

Australia 

(750) Representative: Level 26, 56 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  2090559  22/05/2020  AU 

 

  
 

(540): TOGOV 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 35   Procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 

businesses). 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539387 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : 3A PROTECTION PTY LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : Level 26, 56 Pitt Street, Sydney Sydney 

NSW 2000, Australia 

(750) Representative: Level 26, 56 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  2090557  22/05/2020  AU 

 

  
 

(540): 3A Protection 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Safety clothing specifically adapted for protection against accident or 

injury; safety gloves specifically adapted for protection against accident or injury; protective eye 

shields for welders; safety face shields for use in industry; face masks for protection against accident 

or injury; safety headgear specifically adapted for protection against accident and injury; safety 

headwear specifically adapted for protection against accident and injury. 

 

10   Eye shields for medical use; eye shields for surgical use; face shields for medical use; face shields 

for surgical use; protective clothing for medical purposes; protective clothing for surgical purposes; 

medical masks; protective masks for use by persons working in medicine; protective masks for use by 

persons working in the dentistry; protective masks for use by surgeons during operations; gloves for 

dental use; gloves for medical use; gloves for surgical use. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539427 

(220) Application Date :27/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : MIDAS CARE 

PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Papa Indl. Estate, 40, Suren Road, 

Andheri (East) Mumbai-400093, India 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): SPRAY MINT 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances and antiseptic 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

preparations all being goods included in this class. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539782 

(220) Application Date :25/11/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : Vinpearl Joint Stock Company (731) Applicant 

Address : Hon Tre Island, Vinh Nguyen Ward, Khanh Hoa Province Nha 

Trang City, Viet Nam 

(750) Representative: No. 3, Lane 123, Auco Road, Tayho District Hanoi 

City 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  4-2019-19605  03/06/2019  VN 

 

 
 

(540): Vinpearl Air 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 39   Transport of goods and passengers by land, water and air; rental of means 

of transportation; travel reservation; packaging of goods; storage of goods; airline tickets, bus tickets 

and train tickets, agency services (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) 

(b) of the Regulations); providing information on transportation and flight schedule (departure time, 

arrival time and passenger's name). 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1539785 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building  Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd.  Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, 

China 

(750) Representative: 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 

68 North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian 100080 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44492814  10/03/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): M 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; smartphones; 

cabinets for loudspeakers; microphones; television apparatus; camcorders; earphones; portable media 

players; cameras [photography]; optical lenses; integrated circuits; video screens; sensors; electronic 

chips; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; computer hardware; computer keyboards; 

mouse [computer peripheral]; notebook computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; smart 

watches; usb cables; downloadable software applications for mobile phones; connected bracelets 

[measuring instruments]; wrist-mounted smartphones; selfie lenses; computer programs 

[downloadable software]; computer software, recorded. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540016 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., 

LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, 

China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C,  Beijing Global 

Trade Center,  36 North Third Ring Road East 100013 

Dongcheng District, Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): HUAWEI VR 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Smartglasses; computer programs (downloadable software); data 

processing apparatus; camcorders; headphones; video recorders; receivers (audio- and video-); 

eyeglasses; slides (photography); wearable activity trackers; smartphones; cell phones; portable media 

players; DVD players; compact disc players; 3D spectacles; cameras (photography); computer 

hardware; sensors; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; 

telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie lenses; humanoid robots with artificial 

intelligence; human face recognition devices; virtual reality headsets; headphones for virtual reality 

games; virtual reality games software; earphones. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540179 

(220) Application Date :18/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : LION DATES IMPEX PRIVATE 

LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : No: 40, Sterling road, 

Nungambakkam, Chennai Tamil Nadu 600034, India 

(750) Representative: vitto patents & trade marks unit : 2f, 

2nd floor, 32, hextrapoint (above rk color lab), bull temple 

road basavanagudi, bengaluru karnataka 560004 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): LION 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Dates. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540297 

(220) Application Date :08/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shenzhen PINENG Digital 

Technology  Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 2705, Huangyuyuan 14 

Building,  Futian South Road,  Futian District, Shenzhen  

518000 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 830,  Xianke 

Electromechanical Building,  Bagua 4Th Road, Yuanling 

Street,  Futian District, Shenzhen  Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  41961887  29/10/2019  CN 

 

 
 

(540): aivr 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; batteries, electric; galvanic cells; 

chargers for electric batteries; accumulators, electric; connections for electric lines; photocopiers 

[photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; alarms; measures. 

 

11   Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; kettles, electric; refrigerators; electric fans for 

personal use; heat guns; mixer faucets for water pipes; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; water 

filtering apparatus; lighters; air purifying apparatus and machines. 

 

18   Imitation leather; pocket wallets; travelling trunks; bags for sports; rucksacks; key cases; wheeled 

shopping bags; umbrellas; walking sticks; clothing for pets. 

 

35    Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; commercial information and advice for 

consumers in the choice of products and services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods 

and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for others; employment agency services; data 

search in computer files for others; book-keeping; rental of vending machines; retail services for 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies. 
 

210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540358 

(220) Application Date :28/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Tianbang Chemical Co., 

Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : West of Shenglang West Road, 

North of Huiyuan Street, Economic Development Zone, 

Shanghe County, Jinan City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 904, Building 1, Yinzuo 

Zhongxin, No. 22799, Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan 

City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Herbicides; depuratives; fungicides for agricultural purposes; pesticides; 

medicines for veterinary purposes; preparations for destroying noxious animals; preparations for 

destroying harmful plant; teeth filling material; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; Chinese 

medicinal preparations packed in a bag. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540440 

(220) Application Date :05/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : FORA MARKA GELİŞTİRME VE DIŞ 

TİCARET LİMİTED ŞİRKETİ 
(731) Applicant Address : Bahçeşehir 2.Kisim Mah. Tayfun Cad. No:2/11 

Başakşehir İSTANBUL, Turkey 

(750) Representative: Buyukdere Caddesi Lale  Ismerkezi No:62 K:4 

Mecidiyekoy Sisli ISTANBUL 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Red and white. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): SWEETO 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 30   Coffee, cocoa, coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based 

beverages, pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles, pastries and bakery products based on flour; desserts 

based on flour and chocolate; bread, simit [Turkish ring-shaped bagel covered with sesame seeds], 

poğaça [Turkish bagel], pita, sandwiches, katmer [Turkish pastry], pies, cakes, baklava [Turkish 

dessert based on dough coated with syrup], kadayıf [Turkish dessert based on dough], desserts based 

on dough coated with syrup, puddings, custard, kazandibi [Turkish pudding], rice pudding, keşkül 

[Turkish pudding], honey, bee glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes, condiments 

for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces (condiments), tomato sauce, yeast, baking powder, 

flour, semolina, starch for food, sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, tea, ice tea, confectionery, 

chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers, chewing gums, ice-cream, edible ices, salt, cereal-based snack 

food, popcorn, crushed oats, corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, 

crushed barley for human consumption, processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for 

human consumption, rice, molasses for food. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540506 

(220) Application Date :10/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Lan Fang Yuan Food Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : Building 2, No.1318, Xifeng 

Road,  West Area of Fenghuang District,  Huzhou City 

313100 Zhejiang Province, China 

 

  
 

(540):  



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: 603, North block, 5th Floor,  

Building 4, Yard 1, East Automobile Museum Road,  

Fengtai District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Edible birds' nests; fish roe, prepared; frosted fruits; edible dried flowers; 

egg; milk tea; jellies for food; nuts prepared; dried edible mushrooms; milk drink containing fruit. 

 

30   Coffee drinks; drink made from coffee; coffee (roasted, powdered, granular, or beverage); tea; tea 

drinks; milk lump (candy) (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) 

of the Regulations); honey; drink based on tea; fruity tea drink (terms too vague in the opinion of the 

International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Regulations). 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540555 

(220) Application Date :20/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Shunqi Media Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 1202, Building 7, China 

Railway Wealth And Wisdom Center, No.59 Industrial South 

Road, Jinan Area, China (Shandong)  pilot free trade zone, 

Jinan City, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-tech 

Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 35   Personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; marketing; 

provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing business 

information; outsourced administrative management for companies; book-keeping; advertising; 

sponsorship search. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540570 

(220) Application Date :25/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Yuxi Trading Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 965, 9th Floor, Building 10, 

Shuntai Square, No. 2000, Shunhua Road,  Jinan Area, China 

(shandong) Pilot Free  Trade Zone, Jinan City, Shandong 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-tech 

Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 16   Paper; towels of paper; stationery; note books; books; lithographic works 

of art; ink; wrapping paper; drawing materials; steel pens. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540575 

(220) Application Date :24/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Special Good Food Co., Ltd 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(731) Applicant Address : Seat A8, Floor 13, Building 1, 

Aosheng Building, 1166 Xinluo Dajie, High-tech Zone, Jinan 

City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-tech 

Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 43   Tea bar services; hotel services; accommodation bureau services [hotels, 

boarding houses]; rental of meeting rooms; retirement home services; day-nursery [crèche] services; 

boarding for animals; rental of drinking water dispensers; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of chairs, 

tables, table linen, glassware. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540602 

(220) Application Date :26/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Lizhen Auto Parts Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.10, 3rd Floor, No.2 Warehouse, 

Laotun Warehouse Center, Huaiyin District,  Jinan City, 

Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, Hanyujingu, 

No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-tech Zones, Jinan City 

Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 11   Lights for automobiles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; anti-glare devices 

for vehicles [lamp fittings]; lights for vehicles; headlights for automobiles; light bulbs for directional 

signals for vehicles; lighting installations for air vehicles; acetylene flares. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540664 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GuangDong Nuoaisi Biotechnology 

Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : No.2 Xiwei Village LuGang Town, 

Chaonan District, Shantou City 518000 Guangdong Province, 

China 

(750) Representative: A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing Square 

(NEO), 6009 Shennan Middle Road, Futian District, Shenzhen 

City 518048 Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Cool Day's 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Cosmetics; shampoos; facial cleanser; laundry preparations; bath foam; 

cleaning preparations; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils; toothpaste*; shoe polish. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540709 

(220) Application Date :27/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SF (IP) LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : 12/F, San Toi Building, 137-139 

Connaught Road Central Hong Kong, China 

 

 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(750) Representative: Room C2005, 20th Floor, Building 2, No. 36, 

North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44885294  25/03/2020  CN; 44888450  25/03/2020  

CN; 44891704  25/03/2020  CN; 44893170  25/03/2020  CN; 

44897381  25/03/2020  CN and 44904890  25/03/2020  CN 

(540): SF 

INTERNATIONAL 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software 

applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; computer program (downloadable 

software); data processing apparatus; computer software, recorded; computer operating programs, 

recorded; electronic publications, downloadable; network communication equipment; remote control 

apparatus. 

 

16   Paper; printed matter; paper gift wrap; paper box; stationery; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper 

or plastics for packaging; stuffing of paper or cardboard; plastic film for wrapping; glue for stationery 

or household purposes; writing or drawing books; stamps [seals]; writing materials; cardboard for 

packaging; printed publications; lithographic works of art; teaching materials [except apparatus]. 

 

35   Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising; commercial 

management consulting in the field of transportation and delivery; commercial administration of the 

licensing of the goods and services of others; business management assistance; market studies; 

providing business information via a web site; import-export agency services; provision of an on-line 

marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; marketing; procurement services for others 

[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for others; commercial 

consultant in the field of transportation and delivery; personnel recruitment; administrative services for 

the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; web indexing for 

commercial or advertising purposes; accounting; rental of vending machines; retail services for 

pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sponsorship search; 

outsourcing services [business assistance]. 

 

36   Insurance underwriting; insurance claims processing; financing and loan services; clearing, 

financial; organization of monetary collections; financial management; mortgage banking; debt 

management services; processing of electronic credit card transactions; financial management by the 

internet; electronic funds transfer; art appraisal; real estate rental service; financial customs brokerage 

services; financial guarantees [surety services]; charitable fund raising; fiduciary; lending against 

security. 

 

39   Freighting; transportation logistics; unloading cargo; traffic information; wrapping of goods; 

piloting; vehicle breakdown towing services; marine transport; car transport; railway transport; air 

transport; car parking; storage of goods; rental of warehouses; parcel delivery; delivery of goods; 

courier services [messages or merchandise]; message delivery; delivery of goods by mail order; car 

sharing services; rental of storage containers. 

 

42   Research and development of new products for others; computer software design; design and 

development of application software for mobile phones; software development for secure network 

operations; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 

development of computer platforms; electronic storage service for electronic data archiving; research 

in the field of telecommunications technology; developing data processing programs based on third 

party orders; off-site data backup; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; server hosting; data 

encryption services. 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540710 

(220) Application Date :08/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Sanzuniao (Shandong) Technology 

Development Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 1712, Block D, Zhonghong Plaza, 6-17 

Jiefang East Road, Lixia District, Jinan City Shandong Province, 

China 

(750) Representative: Room 904, Building 1, Yinzuo Zhongxin, 

No. 22799, Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong 

Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 11   Incinerators; air filtering installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; 

ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; air sterilizers; purification installations for 

sewage; air purifying apparatus and machines; water purification installations; air treatment ionization 

equipment; household air cleaners. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1540730 

(220) Application Date :25/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Guanyu Trading 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Unit 1 And Unit 2, South 

Of  The Ground Floor, Building 3, Tongfu Street 

Community, Daguanyuan, Shizhong District, Jinan 

City, Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-

tech Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Meat; seafood, processed; fruits, tinned; tahini; eggs; milk; edible fats; 

nuts, prepared; tofu. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541141 

(220) Application Date :29/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Hanguda Mechanical 

and Electrical Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 1103, Building 8, Jiangnan 

Lizhou Yipin Community, Yongkang City Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: 1609, Bldg 2, Yard 8, Area 3, Chama 

south St., Xicheng Dist. Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): XGOLD 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Printing presses; packing machines; food processors, electric; washing 

machines [laundry]; embossing machines; drilling machines; cutters [machines]; crank shafts; bearings 

[parts of machines]. 
 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541143 

(220) Application Date :11/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, United 

States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Blue, white, and grey.The mark consists of a blue square 

with rounded corners that contains a white square border enveloping concentric 

rings and a faint grid in the background that include two cross diagonal lines each 

ending with an arrow at both ends. At the forefront of the white square border there 

are three white rectangles with rounded ends, formed by slanted white lines, 

overlapping to form a stylized letter "A". 

(310)(320)(330):  79115  13/11/2019  JM 

 

 

 
 

(540): A 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 41   Educational services, namely, providing news, educational information, 

and multimedia content in the field of computers, computer software, software applications, computer 

networks, and cloud computing networks; development, production, distribution, and presentation of 

multimedia entertainment content; providing entertainment, informational, news, reality, documentary 

and current events reporting, and arts and culture programming by means of telecommunications 

networks, computer networks, the Internet, and wireless communications networks. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541161 

(220) Application Date :03/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Taizhou Leading Machinery Industry  CO., 

LTD. (731) Applicant Address : Room 1332, Building B,  Junyue 

Mansion, Taizhou 318000 Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: Second Floor Of No.76-3, Haichengjiayuan South 

Area, Taizhou Economic Development Zone, Taizhou Zhejiang 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): aquor 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Pumps [machines]; aerating pumps for aquaria; centrifugal pumps; 

compressed air machines; agricultural machines; milking machines; shearing machines for animals; 

papermaking machines; printing machines; spinning machines; dyeing machines; tobacco processing 

machines; leather-working machines; sewing machines; bicycle assembling machines; engraving 

machines; packaging machines; metalworking machines; electromechanical machines for chemical 

industry; cutters [machines]; jacks [machines]; foundry machines; steam engines; industrial robots; 

valves [parts of machines]; bearings [parts of machines]; drums [parts of machines]; control 

mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; belts for machines; electric welding apparatus; labellers 

[machines]; 3D printers; electroplating machines; woodworking machines; filter presses; welding 

machines, electric; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541170 

(220) Application Date :08/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Yige Enterprise Management Group 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Unit 8, 6/F, Building 5, 2 Kejiyuan Road,  

Baiyang Sub-district, Hangzhou Economic  & Technological Development 

Area,  Jianggan District, Hangzhou Zhejiang Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 505, Time International Building, Jianggan 

District, Hangzhou 310021 Zhejiang 

 

  
 

(540): Florasis 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Lip rouge; cosmetic kits comprising non-medicated cosmetics; lipsticks; 

rose oil for cosmetic purpose; beauty masks; eyebrow pencils. 

 

5   Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; medical preparations for the treatment of indicate 

disease; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; vitamin preparations; greases for medical 

purpose; sanitary pad; babies' diapers; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of specify disease 

to be treated; liniments. 

 

10  Physiotherapy apparatus（manually-operated exercise equipment for physical therapy purpose; 

galvanic therapeutic appliances for treating skin conditions; esthetic massage apparatus; feeding 

bottles; condoms; orthopaedic articles（orthopedic supports）; suture materials; medical apparatus 

and instruments for use in surgery; masage apparatus. 

 

21   Nail brushes; toothpick holders, not of precious metal; powder puffs; cosmetic utensils; 

toothbrushes; perfume vaporizers; make-up removing appliances; special cosmetic bag. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541372 

(220) Application Date :15/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Hongdou Group Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Xinggang Road, Gangxia, 

Donggang Town, Xishan District, Wuxi City Jiangsu 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 2109, Beichuang Keji 

Dalou, No. 401,  Xingyuan North Road, Wuxi City 

JiangsuProvince China 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  45233467  07/04/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): HODO 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 10   Sanitary masks for medical purposes; protective clothing for medical 

purposes; isolation gowns for medical purposes; gloves for medical purposes; cushions for medical 

purposes; thermo-electric compresses [surgery]; esthetic massage apparatus; hot air therapeutic 

apparatus; thermometers for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; respirators for 

artificial respiration; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical 

purposes; dental apparatus; physiotherapy apparatus; masks for medical purposes; feeding bottles; 

abdominal pads; hair prostheses; abdominal belts; suture materials; dynamic electrocardiographs; 

clothing especially for operating rooms. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541463 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : JIE Holding Group Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : North of Jingjiang Street, Qingliu 

Road, Xiaoshan District Hangzhou City 311223 Zhejiang 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 1201,  Xian Dai Zhi Ye Building 

(West), Xiacheng District, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): JIE JDRIVE 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Hoists; metalworking machines; machine tools; dynamos; motors, electric, 

other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than for land vehicles; fan belts for motors and 

engines; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; transmissions for machines; gears, other than for 

land vehicles; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; machine wheelwork; motors, 

other than for land vehicles; shaft couplings [machines]; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; 

speed governors for machines, engines and motors; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; 

bearings [parts of machines]; belts for machines; pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; 

compressors [machines]; agricultural machines; disintegrators; woodworking machines; papermaking 

machines; printing presses; machines for the textile industry; food preparation machines, 

electromechanical; brewing machines; leather-working machines; engraving machines; wrapping 

machines; washing machines [laundry]; embossing machines; glass-working machines; 

electromechanical machines for chemical industry; haulage apparatus [mining]; cutters [machines]; 

drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; excavators; soldering apparatus, gas-operated; machines and 

apparatus for cleaning, electric; drums [parts of machines]; electroplating machines; hand-held tools, 

other than hand-operated. 

 

9   Computer software applications, downloadable; interactive touch screen terminals; surveying 

apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; control panels [electricity]; 

frequency converter; piezoelectric sensors; sensor; converters, electric; video screens. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541564 

(220) Application Date :21/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Zhongxu Trading Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 3203-3, Building 3, Area A4, 

Hanyu Golden Valley, No. 7000 Jingshi Road, Jinan Area, China 

(Shandong) Pilot Free Trade Zone, Jinan City Shandong 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: D504, Donghuan International Plaza, 

NO.3966 Erhuandong Road, Licheng District, Jinan City 

Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 30   Tea; tea-based beverages; sweets; confectionery; cereal-based snack food; 

noodles; hot sauce. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541702 

(220) Application Date :05/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Acer Incorporated 
(731) Applicant Address : 7F-5, No. 369, Fuxing N. Rd., Songshan 

Dist., 105 Taipei City, Taiwan, China 

(750) Representative: Bleichstr. 14 40211 Düsseldorf 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  018121027  06/09/2019  EM 

 

 

 

 
 

(540): P9 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Downloadable game software; recorded game software; downloadable 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

electronic game software for wireless devices; downloadable electronic game software for handheld 

electronic devices; downloadable and recorded computer gaming software for recreational game 

playing purposes; software for communications between electronic game participants. 

 

18   Roll bags; backpacks; leather bags; book bags; sport bags; duffel bags; suitcases; key cases; 

business card holder in the nature of card cases; luggage tags 

 

25   T-shirts; sweatshirts; jackets; headwear, namely, hats and caps. 

 

35   Dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; advertising, marketing and promotion 

services; advertising provided on-line, from computer databases, the Internet and communications 

networks; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertising material; promotion of goods and 

services via an on-line service with links to the websites and online services of other retail store 

services provided via communications networks featuring computer, electronic and entertainment 

products; negotiation and settlement of commercial transactions for third parties; publicity and 

advertising services; arranging, organizing and conducting exhibitions and events featuring a variety of 

activities for business and promotional purposes; consumer strategy business consulting services for 

improving sales and sales conversion; business consultancy services; market research services; 

providing marketing and promotion services featuring monetization of computer software, 

applications, computer and video games, websites and audio visual content; data processing services 

and all of the foregoing provided by individuals, computers, a network of interconnected computers or 

by remote communications devices; arranging, organizing and conducting of events and seminars for 

business and promotional purposes; promoting the interest of computer and video game players and 

promoting the interest in the field of computer and video gaming; business data analysis services; 

business research services relating to customer behavior, satisfaction, attitude, effectiveness; 

collection, analysis and reporting of quality metric data for computer games users, developer, and 

publishers for business purposes concerning usage and performance of software, applications, 

computer and video games, websites, virtual worlds and audio visual content; computerized database 

management; advertising and marketing services featuring marketing data integration; business 

management and administration services. 

 

38   Providing online access to computer networks, computer databases, the Internet, on-line bulletin 

boards, virtual worlds, virtual worlds including user generated characters, and libraries of text, 

graphics and audio-visual and multimedia information and entertainment; providing on-line electronic 

bulletin board services, electronic bulletin boards featuring leader board information, and online chat 

rooms; telecommunication and broadcasting services; broadcasting via the Internet, mobile phone 

networks and other telecommunications networks; telecommunication services for the collection and 

supply of information; electronic transmission of data and information via a global computer network; 

providing access to a worldwide computer and telecommunications networks for downloading 

computer software and information; transmission of information via local and/or global computer 

and/or telecommunication networks; providing access to telecommunication networks and internet 

featuring advertising, news, information and audio, video, text and other multimedia content; 

communication services, namely, providing electronic transmission of data and communication links; 

electronic delivery of messages, documents and other data by electronic transmission; providing on-

line chat room for transmission of messages among computer users concerning topics; broadcasting of 

programs featuring information and advertising in the field of computer games and competitive 

playing of computer games by computer, computer terminals, the Internet, television, mobile 

communications device, telegraphy, telephone, wireless communications device or other electronic 

means; Internet communication services in the nature of providing access to the Internet; audio visual 

communication services in the nature of transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by 

telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

networks and data networks; communication services for the transmission of advertising, images, text 

and data, information, voices, sound and data; provision of information in the field of 

telecommunications. 

 

41   Entertainment services in the form of electronic, computer and video games provided by means of 

the Internet and other remote communications device; providing non-downloadable Internet games via 

a global computer network; organizing of games, video game tournaments and exhibitions rendered 

live at venues and through various media including radio, television and the Internet; organizing 

tournaments and exhibitions for computer video gaming contests; providing interactive entertainment 

services, namely, an on-line computer games service enabling physically remote players of electronic 

games to communicate, play against and compete with selected players; education and entertainment 

services, namely, providing entertainment and video games tournament information by computer 

networks, television, mobile telephone, cable and other electronic means; editing and production of 

cinematographic, televisual, digital and motion picture films, radio and television programs; 

entertainment services in the form of non-downloadable electronic, computer and video games 

provided by means of the Internet, mobile telephone and other remote communications device; 

multimedia publishing relating to computer games, video games and computer and video games 

software; multimedia publishing relating to entertainment and educational software; translation 

services. 

 

42   Computer services, namely, software development, design, maintenance, programming, 

engineering, research and writing services; technological advisory and consultancy services in the field 

of computer software and computer software development, computer and video game competitions, 

design, maintenance, consultancy, programming, engineering, research and writing; computer software 

development, design, maintenance, consultancy, programming, engineering, research and writing; 

computer and video games development; creation of computer graphics; computer game design; 

design and development services featuring computer and video games and interactive entertainment 

products; design services featuring the production of computer and video games, interactive 

entertainment products and computer and video game competitions; providing technical information 

featuring comparative analysis studies of the performance of software applications, computer and 

video games, computer and video games competitions, websites, virtual worlds and computer based 

audio visual content; computer services, namely, remote and on-site management of computer games 

and the playing of computer games against opponents featuring gathering, processing, analyzing, 

managing and reporting information concerning online, internet and web site activity, data mining and 

data analysis; designing, developing, modifying and improving computer software, applications, 

computer and video games, websites and audio visual content; software development, design, 

maintenance, software programming, engineering, research and writing in the field of computer and 

video games competitions; provision of customized web pages for featuring game player information 

and information regarding a player's identity and the player's preferences; design and development 

advisory and consultancy services in the field of computer and video games software. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541790 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Guangdong Benro Image Technology  

Industrial Co., Ltd 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 05-A Huo Ju High-Tech 

Industrial Area, XinQian Jin Village, Tanzhou Town, Zhongshan 

City 528467 Guangdong Province, China 

(750) Representative: 2/F, 7th Building, LangQing Holiday 

Garden, No.55 Qiguanxi Road, East District, Zhongshan City 

Guangdong Province 

 

 
 

(540): BENRO 
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(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 9   Tripods for cameras; stands for photographic apparatus; carriers for dark 

plates [photography]; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; flashlights 

[photography]; viewfinders, photographic; projection apparatus. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541809 

(220) Application Date :15/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI 

TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building 

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang 

District Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing 

Global Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, 

Dongcheng District 100013 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): HONOR MagicPad 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Modems; sleeves for laptops; stored program controlled telephone 

switching apparatus; radios; air analysis apparatus; materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); 

video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; thermal imaging cameras; bathroom scales; scales 

with body mass analyzers; personal digital assistants (PDAs); computer software platforms, recorded 

or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver 

software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable graphics for mobile 

phones; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); 

tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; 

flexible flat panel displays for computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; headphones; 

earphones; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for 

mobile phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; selfie lenses; laboratory 

robots; teaching robots; virtual reality headsets; digital video recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; 

loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; electronic diaries; liquid crystal 

displays (LCD); electronic pens; smartglasses; USB data lines or data cables; USB data lines or data 

cables for mobile phones; downloadable mobile phone software applications; holders for mobile 

phones; touch screens; television apparatus; electric plugs; electric sockets; intercoms; digital door 

locks; alarm central units; sensors; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating 

programs, recorded; liquid crystal displays (LCD) with large screens; video image printers; portable 

digital electronic scales; wrist-mounted smartphones; television apparatus for vehicles; computer 

styluses; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs (downloadable software); 

smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for 

smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods); digital 

photo frames; microphones; computer hardware; touch screen pens; 3D spectacles; bags adapted for 

laptops; camcorders; cameras (photography); computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); 

pedometers; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video monitors; connected 

bracelets (measuring instruments); computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, 

downloadable; optical lenses; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets 

(telecommunication); gas testing instruments; scales; black boxes (data recorders); interactive touch 

screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; 

smart rings; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers 

(audio apparatus); digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; electronic key fobs being 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

remote control apparatus; security tokens (encryption devices); fingerprint identifier; human face 

recognition devices; computer memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); transponders; cabinets 

for loudspeakers; network communication apparatus. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541860 

(220) Application Date :27/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SF (IP) LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : 12/F, San Toi Building, 137-139 

Connaught Road Central Hong Kong, China 

(750) Representative: Room C2005, 20th Floor, Building 2, No. 

36, North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44870804  25/03/2020  CN; 44871589  

25/03/2020  CN; 44875520  25/03/2020  CN; 44879408  

25/03/2020  CN; 44883529  25/03/2020  CN and 44888064  

25/03/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): SF INTERNATIONAL 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software 

applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; computer program (downloadable 

software); data processing apparatus; computer software, recorded; computer operating programs, 

recorded; electronic publications, downloadable; network communication equipment; remote control 

apparatus. 

 

16   Paper; printed matter; paper gift wrap; paper box; stationery; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper 

or plastics for packaging; stuffing of paper or cardboard; plastic film for wrapping; glue for stationery 

or household purposes; writing or drawing books; stamps [seals]; writing materials; cardboard for 

packaging; printed publications; lithographic works of art; teaching materials [except apparatus]. 

 

35   Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising; commercial 

management consulting in the field of transportation and delivery; commercial administration of the 

licensing of the goods and services of others; business management assistance; market studies; 

providing business information via a web site; import-export agency services; provision of an on-line 

marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; marketing; procurement services for others 

[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for others; commercial 

consultant in the field of transportation and delivery; personnel recruitment; administrative services for 

the relocation of businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; web indexing for 

commercial or advertising purposes; accounting; rental of vending machines; retail services for 

pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sponsorship search; 

outsourcing services [business assistance]. 

 

36   Insurance underwriting; insurance claims processing; financing and loan services; clearing, 

financial; organization of monetary collections; financial management; mortgage banking; debt 

management services; processing of electronic credit card transactions; financial management by the 

internet; electronic funds transfer; art appraisal; real estate rental service; financial customs brokerage 

services; financial guarantees [surety services]; charitable fund raising; fiduciary; lending against 

security. 

 

39   Freighting; transportation logistics; unloading cargo; traffic information; wrapping of goods; 

piloting; vehicle breakdown towing services; marine transport; car transport; railway transport; air 

transport; car parking; storage of goods; rental of warehouses; parcel delivery; delivery of goods; 

courier services [messages or merchandise]; message delivery; delivery of goods by mail order; car 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

sharing services; rental of storage containers. 

 

42   Research and development of new products for others; computer software design; design and 

development of application software for mobile phones; software development for secure network 

operations; maintenance of computer software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 

development of computer platforms; electronic storage service for electronic data archiving; research 

in the field of telecommunications technology; developing data processing programs based on third 

party orders; off-site data backup; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; server hosting; data 

encryption services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1541878 

(220) Application Date :16/12/2019 

(731) Applicant Name : UPL LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : upl house, 610 b/2, bandra 

village, off western express highway, bandra (east), mumbai 

maharashtra 400051, India 

(750) Representative: 301/302, a-wing, 3rd floor, shaheen 

chambers, dawood baug lane, opp. pearl heritage,  andheri 

(west) mumbai 400 058 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): UPL OpenAg 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 1   Fertilizer and chemical products for use in agriculture, plant nutrient, 

additive chemical to fungicides, additive chemical to insecticides, flower preservatives, chemicals for 

forestry, phosphorus, plant growth regulating preparations, carbolineum for the protection of plant. 

 

5   Pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, vermicides, rodenticides, weedicides, preparations 

for killing weeds and destroying vermin. 

 

31   Seeds, seedlings, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other 

classes, fresh fruits and vegetable seeds, natural plants and flowers. 

 

35   Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, retail and online 

wholesale services, all pertaining to the field of manufacturing and marketing agrochemicals, seeds 

and other agricultural related products, industrial chemicals, chemical intermediates, and specialty 

chemicals and providing crop protection solutions. 

 

41   Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; vocational 

guidance. 

 

44   Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 

agriculture, horticulture and forestry services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542051 

(220) Application Date :02/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : N.V. Organon 
(731) Applicant Address : Kloosterstraat 6 NL-5349 AB OSS, 

Netherlands 

(750) Representative: Leeuwenveldseweg 12 NL-1382 LX Weesp 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:   
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(310)(320)(330):  01412287  25/02/2020  BX  

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Pharmaceutical preparations and over the counter pharmaceutical 

preparations and products. 

 

9   Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for providing information on 

pharmaceuticals, medicines, medical devices, health and wellness. 

 

10   Surgical and medical apparatus, devices and instruments. 

 

42   Providing online, non-downloadable software for providing and managing health and healthcare 

information; scientific research for medical purposes. 

 

44   Providing information in the fields of pharmaceuticals, medicines, medical devices, health, and 

wellness. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542070 

(220) Application Date :25/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Jiuling Nanshan Import And 

Export Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 976, 9th Floor, Building 10, Shuntai  

Square, No. 2000, Shunhua Road,  Jinan Area, China (shandong) 

Pilot Free Trade Zone, Jinan City, Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, Hanyujingu, 

No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-tech Zones, Jinan City 

Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 16   Paper; towels of paper; stationery; note books; books; lithographic works 

of art; ink; wrapping paper; drawing materials; steel pens. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542171 

(220) Application Date :14/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGZHOU WANG LAO JI GREAT HEALTH 

INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 106 (Not using as Factory Building), No. 3 

Shuangshan Road, Nansha District, Guangzhou City Guangdong Province, China 

(750) Representative: B1-1101, No. 9 Chegongzhuang Avenue, Xicheng District 

100044 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32   Beer; mixed fruit juices; fruit juices; soda pops; waters [beverages]; non-

alcoholic beverages; plant-based beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; fruit 

nectars, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542287 

(220) Application Date :22/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : VALORIA INVESTMENTS 2011, S.L.U. 
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(731) Applicant Address : Calle Maria Rosa Molas, 6, bajo E-12004 

Castellón, Spain 

(750) Representative: Miguel Angel, 21 E-28010 Madrid 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  018189210  29/01/2020  EM 

(540): QATIUM 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 

audiovisual, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and 

teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 

transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity consumption or distribution; apparatus 

and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; recorded 

or downloadable media, software, blank digital recording and storage media or similar products; 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; computers and computer 

peripherals; diving suits, diving masks, earplugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves 

for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; fire extinguishers; electrical energy 

transmission apparatus; communication apparatus; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; 

programs for data processing. 

 

42   Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, 

weighing, measuring, signaling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and 

instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling electricity consumption or distribution; apparatus and instruments for 

recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; recorded or downloadable 

media, software, blank digital recording and storage media or similar products; mechanisms for coin-

operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; computers and computer peripherals; diving 

suits, diving masks, earplugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves for divers, 

breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; fire extinguishers; electrical energy transmission 

apparatus; communication apparatus; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; programs for 

data processing. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542402 

(220) Application Date :01/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GMP LTD 
(731) Applicant Address : V. Ponichala №65 0165 

Tbilisi, Georgia 

(750) Representative: 154, Agmashenebeli Ave. 

0112 Tbilisi 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): Gastromagnyl 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; dietetic food and 

substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and 

animals. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542535 

(220) Application Date :19/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Dibo Transportation Technology 

(Shandong) Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 3203-20 Seats, 32nd Floor, Building 3, 

Area A4, Hanyu Jingu, No. 7000 Jingshi Road, Jinan Area, China 

(Shandong) Free Trade Zone, Jinan High-tech Zone, Jinan, China 
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(750) Representative: Room 904, Building 1, Yinzuo Zhongxin, 

No. 22799, Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong 

Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Mixing machines; superheaters; extractors for mines; beating machines; 

scribing machine for road; diggers [machines]; multi-purpose road maintaining machines; dynamos; 

rail jack; rams [machines]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542650 

(220) Application Date :22/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 

95014, United States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way, MS: 169-3IPL 

Cupertino CA 95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  2020-027  13/01/2020  LI 

 
 

 

(540): MACOS BIG 

SUR 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Downloadable computer operating software. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542717 

(220) Application Date :26/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Industria de Diseño Textil, S.A (Inditex, S.A) 
(731) Applicant Address : Avenida de la Diputación, Edificio Inditex E-

15142 Arteixo, A Coruña, Spain 

(750) Representative: C/Suero de Quiñones, No.34-36 E-28002 Madrid 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): STWD 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Non-medicinal toiletry preparations and cosmetic products; non-medicinal 

dentifrices; perfumery products, essential oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 

use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; non-medicinal soaps; cosmetics; non-

medicinal hair lotions; shoe polish, cream and wax; tailors' wax; shoemakers' wax; waxes for leather; 

depilatory wax; laundry wax; parquet floor wax; shampoos; cosmetic kits; depilatory products; make-

up removing preparations; deodorants for human beings or animals [perfumery products]; lipsticks; 

pencils for cosmetic use; hair sprays; nail varnish; lacquer-removing products; tissues impregnated 

with cosmetic lotions; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; after-shave lotions; lotions for 

cosmetic use; make-up products; pomades for cosmetic use; stain removers; sachets for perfuming 

linen; nail care products; bleaches for cosmetic use; flower extracts (perfumery products); incense; 

scented wood; decorative patterns for cosmetic use; false eyelashes and nails; pumice stone; potpourris 

[fragrances]; cosmetic preparations for slimming; bath preparations for cosmetic use; hair waving 

preparations; detergents for launderettes; toiletries; oral hygiene products other than for medical use; 

bath salts other than for medical use; oils for toiletry purposes; sunscreen products; eau de Cologne; 

deodorant soaps; talcum powder, for toilet use; adhesives for cosmetic use; greases for cosmetic use; 

abrasives; shaving products; color-brightening chemicals for household use (laundry); cotton sticks for 

cosmetic use; beauty masks; mustache wax; bleaching products for household use; hair colorants; 

eyebrow cosmetics; cleaning chalk; shampoos for pets [non-medicinal sanitary preparations]; 

cosmetics for animals; cosmetic creams; bars of soap; antiperspirant soaps for feet; detergents other 

than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical use; laundry starch; cleansing milk for toilet 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

purposes; Javelle water; dry-cleaning products; scented water; perfumes; cosmetic preparations for 

eyelashes; cosmetic products for skin care; make-up powder; adhesives for affixing false hair; fabric 

softeners for laundry use; cosmetic dyes; color-removing products; eau de toilette. 

 

9   Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 

signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 

instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 

electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 

recording media, sound recording disks; compact discs, DVDs and digital recording media; 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 

equipment, computers; software; fire extinguishers; computer peripheral devices; anti-glare glasses; 

pince-nez; optical lenses; chains for pince-nez; contact lenses; cords for pince-nez; spectacles (optics); 

spectacle glasses; spectacle cases; frames for spectacles and pince-nez; sunglasses; cases for spectacles 

(pince-nez) and for contact lenses; footwear for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 

bullet-proof vests; life jackets; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for 

divers; gloves for protection against accidents; diving suits; encoded magnetic cards; protective suits 

for aviators; electronic agendas; telephone apparatus; weighbridges (weighing apparatus); directional 

compasses; accounting machines; protective helmets; telescopes; chronographs (time recording 

apparatus); measuring spoons; pedometers; optical compact disks; mirrors (optics); binoculars (optics); 

temperature indicators; computer game software; cassette players; bar code readers; signal, magic and 

optical lanterns; magnifying glasses (optics); dictating machines; mechanisms for counter-operated 

apparatus; weights; electric, galvanic and solar cells and batteries; recorded computer programs; 

electronic pocket translators; transistors (electronics); thermometers not for medical use; 

intercommunication apparatus; video cassettes; animated cartoons; walkie-talkies; downloadable 

electronic publications; egg timers [sandglasses]; acoustic (sound) alarms; anti-theft alarms; fire 

alarms; mouse pads; loudspeakers; amplifiers; antennas; anti-glare visors; headphones; answering 

machines; counterfeit coin detectors; teeth protectors; money counting and sorting machines; apparatus 

for measuring the thickness of skins and leather; electronic tags for goods; goggles for sports; magnets; 

light-emitting electronic pointers; mobile telephones; enlarging apparatus (photography); apparatus 

and instruments for astronomy; thermionic (radio) valves; coin-operated musical automata [juke 

boxes]; scales; life-saving rafts; magnetic tape recorders; head cleaning tapes; video tapes; magnetic 

tapes; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; barometers; ticket dispensers; thermostats; cameras 

[photography]; cinematographic apparatus; video cameras; video game cartridges; magnetic encoders; 

revolution counters; transparencies; slide projectors; dynamometers; reflecting discs for wear, for the 

prevention of traffic accidents; hemline markers; dosage dispensers; covers for electric outlets; 

radiotelephony sets; scanners (data processing equipment) (computing); flash-bulbs (photography); 

photocopiers; holograms; compact disc players; luminous signs; neon signs (advertising); video 

recorders; megaphones; computer memory devices; microphones; microprocessors; modems; diving 

snorkels; objectives (lenses) (optics); ozonizers; projection screens; electric switches; dog whistles; 

push buttons for bells; radios; receivers (audio, video); wrist rests for use with computers; balances 

(steelyards); television apparatus; record players; word processing equipment; video telephones; 

carrying cases and holders for portable computers, cases and covers for mobile phones, smartphones, 

protective cases and covers for digital book readers; smartphones; smart watches; magnetic wires; 

radiological apparatus for industrial use; personal stereos. 

 

18   Leather and imitation leather; animal skins; luggage and carrier bags; umbrellas and parasols; 

walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals; bags for 

climbers, campers and the beach; handbag frames; frames for umbrellas or parasols; alpenstocks; bags 

for sports; net bags for shopping; travel bags; bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for packaging; 

bags; bags; travel cases and key cases (leather goods); attaché cases; coin purses, not of precious 

metal; hat boxes of leather; leather backpacks for carrying infants; wheeled shopping bags; cases and 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

boxes of leather or leather board; boxes of vulcanized fiber; card cases (notecases); wallets; school 

satchels; vanity cases; leather laces; umbrella covers; covers for horse-saddles; haversacks; backpacks; 

reins for horses; leather laces; suitcase handles; handles for walking sticks and umbrellas; whips; horse 

blankets; furniture coverings of leather; umbrella rings; blinders (harness); harness for animals; 

harness fittings; canes incorporating seats; shoulder belts [straps] of leather; empty tool bags of 

leather; muzzles; bridles [harness]; halters; leather board; bands of leather; traveling trunks; shopping 

bags; straps for soldiers' equipment; harness straps; leather straps (saddlery); straps for skates; 

trimmings of leather for furniture; leather straps; leather butt hides; curried skins; blankets for covering 

animals; stirrups; parts of rubber for stirrups; bits for animals (harness); reins; suitcases; moleskin 

(imitation of leather); chamois leather other than for cleaning purposes; nosebags; casings, of leather, 

for springs; knee-pads for horses; horse riding saddles; fastenings for saddles; shots (aerial); valves of 

leather. 

 

25   Clothing, footwear, headwear; clothing for motorists and cyclists; bibs not of paper; headbands 

(clothing); bath robes; bathing suits; bathing caps and sandals; boas (clothing); scarves; sports shoes 

and beach shoes; hoods (clothing); shawls; belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); wet suits for 

water-skiing; neckties; corsets (girdles); fur stoles; foulards; caps [headwear]; caps; gloves (clothing); 

raincoats; girdles (underwear); body linen [garments]; mantillas; stockings; socks; neckerchiefs; furs 

(clothing); pajamas; soles (for footwear); heels; veils (clothing); suspenders; layettes (clothing); 

shoulder wraps; sports jerseys; mittens; ear muffs (clothing); inner soles; wristbands (clothing); dress 

shields; beach wear; dressing gowns; pockets for clothing; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; 

petticoats; tights or leotards; aprons (clothing); fancy-dress costumes; uniforms; cap peaks; wooden 

shoes; caps; coats; esparto shoes or sandals; non-slip devices for footwear; bath slippers; birettas; 

blouses; bodysuits (clothing); berets; footmuffs, not electrically heated; lace boots; boots; boot uppers; 

studs for football boots; ankle boots; fittings of metal for footwear; toe caps for footwear; heelpieces 

for footwear; shirts; shirt yokes; shirt fronts; T-shirts; short-sleeved tee-shirts; bodices [lingerie]; vests; 

jackets; fishing vests; stuff jackets; slips (underwear); ready-made clothing; detachable collars and 

collars; clothing of leather; clothing of imitation leather; shower caps; slippers; skirts; trousers; ready-

made linings (parts of clothing); overcoats (coats); trench coats (clothing); gymnastic shoes; jerseys 

(clothing); pullovers; sweaters; liveries; muffs (clothing); footwear uppers; pocket squares; parkas; 

pelerines; pelisses; spats; leggings; knitwear [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; underwear; sandals; 

saris; underpants; hats; wimples (clothing); togas; trouser straps; suits; turbans; clothing; slippers; 

shoes; footwear for sports. 

 

35   Advertising services; commercial business management; commercial administration; office 

functions; retail sale and wholesale in stores, via global computer networks, catalog, by mail order, by 

telephone, via radio and television, and via other electronic media for tanning substances, adhesives 

(glues) for industry, paints, varnishes, lacquers, colorants, ink for leather, indigo (colorant), ink for 

skin-dressing, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning preparations, 

polishing preparations, scouring and abrasive preparations (abrasive preparations), soaps, perfumery, 

essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, shaving products, waxes, shampoos, cosmetic kits, 

depilatory products, deodorants for personal use (perfumery), make-up preparations, products for 

perfuming clothes, incense, eau de cologne, perfumes, lubricants, candles, deodorants other than for 

human beings or for animals, common metals and their alloys, metal chests, money boxes of metal, 

poles of metal, knobs not of metal, handles of metal, door handles of metal, cutlery, forks and spoons, 

razors, manicure sets, cases and razor cases, scientific apparatus and instruments, nautical apparatus 

and instruments, surveying apparatus and instruments, photographic apparatus and instruments, 

cinematographic apparatus and instruments, optical apparatus and instruments, weighing apparatus and 

instruments, measuring apparatus and instruments, signaling apparatus and instruments, control 

apparatus and instruments (inspection), life-saving apparatus and instruments, teaching apparatus and 

instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity, power distribution, transforming 
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electricity, accumulating electricity, regulating electricity, controlling electricity, apparatus for 

recording sound or images, transmission of sound or images, reproduction of sound or images, 

recording discs, automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash 

registers, data processing equipment and computers, fire-extinguishing apparatus, computer peripheral 

devices, contact lenses, pince-nez cords, dressmakers' measures, spectacle cases, cases for eyeglasses 

and for contact lenses, spectacle frames and lenses (pince-nez), spectacles (optics), sunglasses, 

magnetic cards, telephone apparatus, protective helmets, chronographs (time recording apparatus), 

compact discs (audio-video), printers for use with computers, games programs, bar code readers, 

magnifying glasses (optics), computer software (recorded programs), mice (computer), apparatus for 

games adapted for use with television receivers only, intercommunication apparatus, electronic 

publications (downloadable electronically), sand glasses, headphones, mouse pads, protective helmets 

for sports, goggles for sports, computer memories, lighting apparatus, heating apparatus, steam 

generating apparatus, cooking apparatus, refrigerating apparatus, drying apparatus, ventilating 

apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary installations, lanterns, lamp globes, lamps, lanterns, 

screens, vehicles, safety seats for children (for vehicles), seat covers for vehicles, bicycles, structural 

parts for bicycles, parts for supporting bicycles, parts and accessories for land vehicles, trolleys for 

babies with removable media for children, covers for baby carriages, dashboards for baby carriages, 

covers and hoods for baby carriages, car fasteners for use with baby carriages, pushchairs, covers, 

hoods, canopies, integrated cradles, all for prams, precious metals and their alloys, jewelery, costume 

jewelry, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, ornamental pins, fancy key rings, 

badges of precious metal, shoe and hat ornaments of precious metal, cuff links, watches, watch cases, 

watch bands, jewelry boxes, charms (jewelry), pearls (costume jewelry), earrings, rings, chaplets, 

headbands, musical instruments, musical boxes, cases for musical instruments, paper, cardboard, 

printed matter, publications, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, 

artists' materials, paintbrushes, office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material 

(except apparatus), plastic materials for wrapping, boxes of cardboard or paper, hat boxes, albums, 

almanacs, calendars, posters, catalogs, wrapping paper, paperweights, mats for beer glasses (discs), 

bookmarks, book holder, terrestrial globes, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, trunks and 

suitcases, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, bags for climbers, bags 

for campers, beach bags, handbag frames, frames for umbrellas or parasols, mountaineering sticks, 

bags, handbags, traveling bags, travel and key cases (leatherware), attaché cases, purses not of 

precious metal, school bags, garment covers (for travel, bags of leather (or cloth) for carrying infants, 

wheeled shopping bags, boxes of leather or leather board, briefcases (folders), pocket wallets, 

briefcases (leatherware), collars for animals, backpacks, briefcases, moleskin (imitation of leather), 

furniture, mirrors, frames, fans, pillows, curtain tie-backs, benches (furniture), table tops, chests for 

toys, screens, boxes of wood or plastic, beds, settees (armchairs), baskets not of metal, cushions, 

mattresses, cradles, desks, shelves, jewelry cases not of precious metal, tables, umbrella stands, 

hangers for coats and hats, coatstands, latches not of metal, desks, chairs, armchairs, sofas, stools, 

corks for bottles, high chairs for babies, utensils and containers for household and kitchen (not of 

precious metal), combs and sponges, brushes (except paintbrushes), glassware, porcelain and 

earthenware, bottle openers, oil cruets, candle extinguishers, sugar bowls, dishes, bowls, tea bags, 

candy boxes, bottles, boxes, shoe horns, candlesticks, epergnes, fitted picnic baskets (including 

dishes), shakers, ice buckets, coolers, decanters, salad bowls, trays (dishes), shoe trees (molds), piggy 

banks not of metal, soap holders, jugs, vases, bird cages, butter dishes, plates, knobs of porcelain, 

bottle holders and coasters not of paper and other than table linen, perfume burners (perfume), crumb 

scoops, table mats, corkscrews, salt cellars, coffee and tea services, napkin holders, soup bowls, cups, 

mugs, teapots, tableware, glasses (receptacles), cruets, ropes, strings, nets, tent shops, bags, padding 

and stuffing materials (except rubber or plastics), eiderdown (feathers), yarns and threads for textile 

use, textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, bath linen (except clothing), towels of textile, 

travel blankets, eiderdowns (down coverlets), covers for cushions, sleeping bags (sheeting), 

bedspreads, tablecloths (other than of paper), sheets, table napkins (textile), bed covers, pillow cases, 
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bed blankets, ready-made clothing for women, ready-made clothing for men and children, footwear 

(except orthopedic footwear), headgear, clothing for motorists and cyclists, bibs not of paper, 

headbands (clothing), bath robes, bathing suits, bathing caps and sandals, boas (necklets), underwear, 

scarves, hoods (clothing), shawls, belts (clothing), money belts (clothing), water ski suits, neckties, 

echarpes, stoles, girdles (underwear), scarves, caps, caps, gloves (clothing), underwear, shawls, 

stockings, socks, neck scarves, fur handkerchiefs (clothing), pyjamas, veils (clothing), suspenders, 

gymnastic and sports outfits, layettes, jerseys, mittens, ear muffs (clothing), bow ties, sarongs, 

masquerade costumes, visors (headgear), dressing gowns, petticoats, tights (complete stockings or 

leotards), aprons (clothing), headwear, wooden shoes, headgear, caps (headwear), blouses, bodysuits 

(leotards), berets, heated footmuffs other than electric, boots, shirts, combinations (clothing), collars, 

pelerines, gaiters (stockings), saris, brassieres, headcloth (clothing), togas, turbans, lace and 

embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, artificial flowers, hair 

ornaments, hat and shoe ornaments (other than of precious metal), hair bands, carpets, rugs, mats, 

wallpaper, wallpaper, games, toys, gymnastic and sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees, 

meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, fruits and vegetables, preserved vegetables, frozen greens 

and vegetables, dried and cooked vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milk and milk products, 

edible oils and fats, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and 

preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking 

powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, agricultural products, horticultural 

products, forestry products and grains, live animals, fruit and fresh vegetables, natural plants and 

flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt, beer, mineral and aerated waters, non-alcoholic beverages, fruit 

drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages; retail sale and wholesale 

in stores, via global computer networks, catalog, by mail order, by telephone, via radio and television, 

and via other electronic media for alcoholic beverages (except beers), tobacco, smokers' articles, 

matches, cigar boxes (with humidifiers), cigarette cases, tobacco pouches, cigarette cases, ashtrays for 

smokers, lighters for smokers; commercial or industrial company management and operation 

assistance services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; promotion of 

third-party goods and services through loyalty card programs; modeling for advertising or sales 

promotion; editing of advertising texts; shop-window dressing; services providing assistance with the 

operation of a franchised business; demonstration of goods; organization of trade fairs for commercial 

or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others; auctioneering; promotion and management of 

shopping malls; import-export agencies; online advertising via computer networks; procurement 

services for others (purchasing of goods and services for other businesses); newspaper subscription 

services (for others); dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 

samples]; computer file management; public relations; commercial information agencies; advertising 

agencies; rental of vending machines; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; 

business management assistance; data search in computer files (for others); compilation of data in 

computer databases; transcription of communications; distribution of advertising matter by mail; 

business management of performing artists; updating of advertising material; document reproduction; 

market study; bill posting (ads); opinion polling; systemization of information into computer 

databases; advertising by mail order; radio advertising; television advertising; presentation of goods on 

communication media for retail purposes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542831 

(220) Application Date :06/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shanghai Baifeng Investment Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 309D, No. 21, Lane 596, Yan’an 

Middle Road, Jing’an District Shanghai, China 

(750) Representative: Room 07 14th Floor Guangdong Asia 

International Hotel, 326-1, Huan Shi Dong Road, Yuexiu District, 

Guangzhou 510060 Guangdong 
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(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 3   Bath foam; toners for cosmetic use; waterproof sunscreen; baby powder 

[toiletries]; creamy rouge; phytocosmetic preparations; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; 

dishwashing detergents; facial cleansing milk; Javelle water; polishing preparations; grinding 

preparations; essential oils; hair conditioners; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; skin whitening 

creams; sunscreen preparations; make-up powder; cosmetics for animals; beauty creams; air 

fragrancing preparations; shampoos; cosmetic pencils; hair spray; cosmetic creams for firming skin 

around eyes; cakes of toilet soap; cleaning preparations; lipsticks; skin exfoliants; non-medicated skin 

creams; perfumery; beauty masks; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; perfumes and toilet 

water; hand soap; non-medicated skin serums; skin toners; perfumes; lip glosses; sunblock; toothpaste; 

incense; cosmetic preparations for the face and body; foundation; moisturizing milk. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1542846 

(220) Application Date :03/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Jingming  Ocean 

Technology Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.28, Yongfeng Road, Modern 

Fishery Demonstration Area, Dongying City, Shandong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 702, Unit A,  City Center 

Building, No. 111, Dongsan Road,  Dongying District 257091 

Shandong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 29   Meat; crystallized fruits; nuts, prepared; vegetables, preserved; eggs; 

crustaceans [not live]; seaweed extracts for food; fish-based foodstuffs; milk products. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543142 

(220) Application Date :21/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Tuzhi Education Consulting (Jinan) 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 3203-33, Building 3, Area A4, 

Hanyu Golden Valley, No. 7000 Jingshi Road, Jinan Area, China 

(Shandong) Pilot Free Trade Zone, Jinan City Shandong Province, 

China 

(750) Representative: D504, Donghuan International Plaza, 

NO.3966 Erhuandong Road, Licheng District, Jinan City Shandong 

Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 41   Teaching; training; coaching [training]; educational services provided by 

schools; tutoring; arranging and conducting of congresses; production of shows; calligraphy services; 

personal trainer services [fitness training]. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543155 

(220) Application Date :02/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Qiu Dehui 
(731) Applicant Address : 2403, Unit 2, Building 2, Zone 2, 
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Phase 15, Chunshui’an, No.1 Xiangshan Middle Street, Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 102, Unit 2, 1/F, Building 35, 

Dongguan Beili Community, Changping Town, Changping 

District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

(540): HKH 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 3   Deodorant soap; aromatics [essential oils]; soap for foot perspiration; 

cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; depilatories; perfumes; lavender oil; shoe 

cream; sandcloth; essential oils; toothpaste*; incense; cosmetics for animals; air fragrancing 

preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543384 

(220) Application Date :31/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGZHOU ZIXI 

MANAGEMENT  SERVICES CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Suite 801, 379#, Shougouling 

Road,  Tianhe District, Guangzhou Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: 10th Floor, Tower D,  Minsheng 

Financial Center, 28 Jianguomennei Avenue 100005 

Dongcheng District, Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44046003  11/02/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): Cabbeen 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 10   Contraceptives; respiratory masks for artificial respiration; galvanic 

therapeutic appliances; gloves for medical purposes; eye massage instrument; thermometers for 

medical purposes; sanitary masks for medical purposes; sanitary masks; protective clothing for 

medical purpose; respiratory masks for medical purpose. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543401 

(220) Application Date :01/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : CHEN HONG 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 305, #9 Qiangwei, Nanpu Street 

Bridgehead, Lucheng District, Wenzhou City Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place,  No.22, Jian 

Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

  
 

(540): DSP 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 21   Basins [receptacles]; drying racks for laundry; toothbrushes; fitted vanity 

cases; vacuum bottles; stew-pans; cauldrons; glue-pots; knife rests for the table; dishes; tableware, 

other than knives, forks and spoons; cooking pots; griddles [cooking utensils]; grills [cooking 

utensils]; kitchen grinders, non-electric; mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; pie servers; 

autoclaves, non-electric, for cooking; pressure cookers, non-electric; beaters, non-electric; kettles, non-

electric; deep fryers, non-electric; kitchen utensils; hot pots, not electrically heated; glass flasks 

[containers]; porcelain ware; drinking vessels; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee services 

(tableware); coffeepots, non-electric. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543430 

(220) Application Date :21/03/2020 
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(731) Applicant Name : SUBOR BORU  SANAYİ 

VE TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 
(731) Applicant Address : Acıbadem Mh. Sokullu Sk. 

No:12, Kadiköy ISTANBUL, Turkey 

(750) Representative: Barbaros Hayrettin Pasa Mh., 

1988 Sk. Papatya 1 Residence, No: 4 D: 144 

ESENYURT  TR-34000 ISTANBUL 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

(540): subor 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6   Metal pipes; cast iron pipes; connectors of metal for pipes; elbows of metal 

for pipes; fittings of metal for pipes; pipe muffs of metal; steel pipes and tubes; rigid pipes of metal. 

 

17   Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and semi-finished synthetic goods made from these 

materials in the form of powder, bars, panels and foils included in this class; stopping, sealing and 

insulating materials; insulating paints, insulating fabrics, insulating tape and band, insulation covers 

for industrial machinery, sealant compounds for joints, gaskets, O-rings for sealing purposes, not for 

faucets; flexible pipes made from rubber and plastic; hoses made of plastic and rubber, including those 

used for vehicles, junctions for pipes of plastic and rubber, pipe jackets of plastic and rubber; hoses of 

textile material; junctions for pipes, not of metal; pipe jackets, not of metal; connecting hose for 

vehicle radiators; synthetic plastic as semi-finished products in form of foils, plates, rods, profiles, 

hoses, tubes, blocks; insulation materials for pipes; non-metal connectors for pipes; non-metal fittings 

for pipes; insulated pipe supports, not of metal; insulation materials for underground pipes and tanks; 

pipe fittings comprised primarily of plastic; pipe couplings, not of metal; pipe gaskets; concrete, 

asbestos cement and glass fiber reinforced polyester rigid pipe accessories namely, pipe bends, pipe 

fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, couplings made of glass fiber reinforced polyester, glass fiber rigid 

pipe accessories namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, couplings made of glass 

fiber, polyethylene rigid pipe accessories namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, 

couplings made of polyethylene, concrete, asbestos cement and glass fiber rigid water pipe accessories 

namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, couplings made of glass fiber, glass fiber 

reinforced polyester rigid water pipe accessories namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, 

flanges, couplings made of glass fiber reinforced polyester, concrete, asbestos cement and glass fiber 

rigid waste water pipe accessories namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, 

couplings made of glass fiber, glass fiber reinforced polyester rigid waste water pipe accessories 

namely, pipe bends, pipe fittings, reductions, elbow, flanges, couplings made of glass fiber reinforced 

polyester. 

 

19   Buildings, not of metal, masts [poles], not of metal, barriers, not of metal, concrete panels, non-

metal pipes; rigid pipes made of concrete, rigid pipes made of asbestos cement, rigid pipes made of 

glass fiber reinforced polyester, rigid gutters made of glass fiber reinforced polyester, rigid pipes made 

of glass fiber, rigid pipes made of polyethylene, rigid water pipes made of concrete, rigid water pipes 

made of asbestos cement, rigid water pipes made of glass fiber, rigid water pipes made of glass fiber 

reinforced polyester, rigid waste water pipes made of concrete, rigid waste water pipes made of 

asbestos cement, rigid waste water pipes made of glass fiber, rigid waste water pipes made of glass 

fiber reinforced polyester; non-metal panels for constructions, non-metal beams, columns made of 

concrete, non-metallic roof elements, prefabricated structures made of concrete, portable structures 

made of concrete, concrete made poles, fence posts, electric and telephone poles made of concrete, 

concrete barriers, road bollards; non-metallic, non-mechanical and non-illuminated traffic signs for 

roads; monuments, sculptures made of concrete, stone or marble; glass products for construction; non-

metal prefabricated swimming pools; aquarium sands. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543530 

(220) Application Date :29/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Huaxin Tiancheng Packaging 

Material Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 2-602, Building 1, Yixin Yuan, No.24 

Cement Factory Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City 250117 Shandong 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: 2-501, Building 9, Hubin Yuan District, 28 

Sankongqiao Street, Tianqiao District, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 16   Hat box made of cardboard; tapered paper bag; paper cream container; 

wrapping paper; paper bags or plastic bags for packaging (envelopes, small bags); absorbent paper for 

food packaging made of paper or plastic; plastic film for packaging. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543576 

(220) Application Date :05/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Acer Incorporated 
(731) Applicant Address : 7F-5, No. 369, Fuxing N. Rd., Songshan 

Dist., 105 Taipei City, China 

(750) Representative: Bleichstr. 14 40211 Düsseldorf 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): PLANET9 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9Video-game software; video-game software that may be downloaded from a 

global computer network; Downloadable computer software and mobile application software featuring 

news, live scores, statistics, push notifications and audio-visual content in the field of electronic sports 

(esports); video-game software for use on mobile devices, tablets, and cellular phones; video-game 

software for use on standalone computers; computer software for recording, storing, transmitting, 

receiving, displaying and analyzing data; software for use on video game platforms; computer 

software for use in enabling computers, handheld consoles, tablet computers, mobile devices, and 

mobile phones to provide virtual reality experiences; computer software programs for transmitting, 

receiving, downloading, sharing, displaying, and interacting with audiovisual content, documents, files 

and data in the field of entertainment; downloadable video game software, multi-player software, and 

mixed reality game software; digital recording media; downloadable audio, video, audiovisual, and 

image files and recordings in the field of electronic sports (esports); downloadable mobile application 

software for mobile devices for storing and viewing video content and mobile applications in the field 

of electronic sports (esports); Computers; computer hardware, in particular solid state disks; 

notebooks; speakers; covers and bags for computers and tablet computers; mouse mats; USB Hubs; 

Headphones; Power banks; computer gaming software; computer hardware for games and gaming; 

Bags adapted for portable computers; backpacks adapted for computers; Wheeled backpacks adapted 

for computers; laptop/computer cases; Protective sleeves for laptops; Cases for portable electronic 

apparatus, such as portable computers, laptops, handheld computers, cell phones, portable personal 

computers, portable GPS devices, satellite navigation systems, MP3 players and music players; 

Shoulder bags for carrying portable computers; bags and backpacks especially adapted for holding 

laptop computers and tablet computers; carrying cases for computers, computer accessories and 

electronic equipment, namely portable computers, laptops, handheld computers, cell phones, portable 

personal computers; carrying cases for scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 

optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus 

and equipment; Portable communications apparatus; Tablet computers; Printers for computer; Portable 
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computers; Lap top computers; Monitors for computer; Commercial monitors; Wearable computers; 

Wireless headsets; Headsets; Earphones; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 

sound or images; Rechargeable batteries; Battery compensation chargers; Battery charge devices; 

Mouse (computer peripheral); Keyboards; Universal serial bus (USB) devices; USB Dangles (Wireless 

network Adapters); Interfaces and peripheral devices for computers; Cloud servers; Wireless 

communication devices; Remote control apparatus; Electric audio and visual apparatus and 

instruments; Computer software; Application software; Downloadable computer software application; 

Computer peripheral devices; Computer hardware; Electronic communication equipment and 

instruments; Recorded content; Information technology and audiovisual equipment; Magnets, 

magnetizers and demagnetizers; scientific and laboratory devices for treatment using electricity; 

Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; Optical devices, enhancers and correctors; Safety, 

security, protection and signaling devices; Navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making 

devices; Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; Scientific 

research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; and parts and fittings of all 

the aforesaid goods, included in the class. 

 

18   Trunks and travelling bags; Carry-on bags; Travelling sets; Bumbags; School bags; Book bags; 

Diplomatic bags; Portmanteaus and Wheeled shopping bags; Shopping bags; Beach bags; Bags for 

campers; Sport bags; Sling bags; Backpacks; Hiking rucksacks; Handbags; Suitcases; Valises; 

Luggage; Trunks and travelling bags; Straps for luggage; Luggage label holders; small trunks, vanity 

cases, cosmetic purses, not fitted; toiletry bags sold empty; Travelling briefcases; Bags for the 

transportation of cosmetic, sanitary and personal care articles; Umbrellas and parasols; Umbrella 

covers; Wallets, purses; Visiting card holders; Keycases; Card cases. 

 

25   Clothing; footwear; headgear; shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts; hats; sports jerseys; hoodies; sweat suits; 

pants; jeans; track pants; jogging pants; sweat pants; shorts; leggings; tights; dresses; rompers; 

singlets; sports singlets; jackets; baseball caps; snapback caps; beanies; slouchy beanies; shoes; 

athletic shoes; sneakers; flip flops; gloves. 

 

35   Promoting electronic sports (esports) activities and events; promoting electronic sports (esports) 

activities and events for others; Providing advertising space on a website; promoting the goods and 

services of others. 

 

38   Transmission of audio and video content; broadcasting of video gaming, video games, sports and 

electronic sports (esports) via satellite, television, cable television, internet, wireless networks and 

through transmission of audio and/or video signal; Providing online chat rooms and bulletin boards for 

transmission, reception, and sharing of messages by means of electronic or optical communications 

networks, all in the fields of video-game entertainment or amusement activities and multiplayer online 

video-game cooperation and competitions; communication services; electronic transmission of 

electronic sports (esports), video games, and other multimedia entertainment content among users of 

computers; computer communication services; providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction 

with other computer users concerning topics of electronic sports (esports), video games, and other 

entertainment content; computer aided transmission of text, static images, video and sound through a 

portable electronic device; Electronic media services in the nature of providing computer 

communication services to transmit and receive media; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual 

material via a global computer network; streaming audiovisual and multimedia content and 

broadcasting audio and video programming; chatroom services for social networking; media services 

in the nature of electronic transmission, broadcasting, streaming, and delivery of audio, video, and 

multimedia content in the field of electronic sports (escorts) by means of the Internet, wireless 

communication, electronic communications networks, computer networks, telecommunications 

networks, information services networks, and data networks; providing online forums in the field of 
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electronic sports (esports); providing Internet chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for 

transmission of messages among users in the field of electronic sports (esports). 

 

41   Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games and conducting live entertainment 

in the nature of video games being played by others; entertainment services, namely, providing online 

live entertainment in the nature of video games being played by others; providing a web-based system 

and on-line portal for video games and electronic sports (esports); entertainment services, namely, 

providing a website featuring news, information, commentary, and multimedia content in the field of 

video gaming, videogames, sports, electronic sports (esports), and related entertainment; providing an 

online platform that enables users, in particular electronic sports (esports), game players, to connect 

with others to share their experience and/or to join the game or other related services and/or to 

compete and participate in online games; providing news and information in the nature of statistics, 

scores, highlights, rankings, analysis, predictions and trivia in the field of sports and electronic sports 

(esports); providing continuing entertainment, educational, and informational television shows and 

webisodes featuring video gaming, video games, sports and electronic sports (esports) accessible by 

television and internet networks; providing non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 

newsletters, newspapers, e-books, and magazines in the field of video gaming, video games, sports and 

electronic sports (esports); organizing, conducting, producing and hosting social entertainment events; 

operation and coordination of electronic sports (esports) and video gaming leagues for recreational 

game playing purposes; educational services, namely, programs and seminars in the field of video 

gaming, video games, sports and electronic sports (esports); Entertainment services; entertainment 

services in the nature of an online interactive game provided by means of a global computer network; 

providing information online relating to video- games, online video-games, video- game entertainment 

and amusement activities, and multiplayer online video-game cooperation and competitions; 

publishing of electronic publications; providing online virtual, augmented and mixed reality game 

environments and content; providing entertainment information relating to movies, television shows, 

music, magazines, books, audiobooks, and games; providing a website featuring blogs in the field of 

entertainment relating to virtual, augmented and mixed reality technology; providing a website 

featuring news and information in the field of entertainment relating to virtual, augmented and mixed 

reality technology; providing a website featuring non- downloadable publications in the nature of 

books, magazines and articles in the field of entertainment and virtual, augmented and mixed reality 

technology; organizing and conducting exhibitions in the field of electronic sports (esports); provision 

of ongoing multimedia programs in the field of electronic sports (esports) distributed via various 

platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; Translation and interpretation; Provision of 

translation services; Language interpreter services. 

 

42   Providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games and game software; providing a web-

based system and on-line portal for video games and electronic sports (esports); information 

technology [IT] services [computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical 

consultancy]; Software development, programming and implementation; Software creation; Software 

development; Computer software design; Customized design of computer software; Development of 

application software for delivery of multimedia content; Development of software for processing and 

distribution of multimedia contents; Design of software for compression and decompression of 

multimedia contents; Development of software for compression and decompression of multimedia 

contents; Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Programming of 

multimedia applications; Hosting multimedia entertainment content; Computer services, namely, 

hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive 

discussions via the Internet or other communications networks; hosting virtual communities for 

registered users to organize groups, events, participate in discussions, aggregate information and 

resources, and engage in social, business, gaming and community networking; hosting of digital 

content on the Internet; hosting of computer software applications for others; hosting an interactive 
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website and online non-downloadable software for uploading, downloading, posting, showing, 

displaying, tagging, sharing, liking and transmitting messages, comments, multimedia content, videos, 

movies, films, photos, audio content, animation, pictures, images, text, information, and other user-

generated content; providing a website featuring non-downloadable software in the fields of business 

networking and marketing, employment, recruiting, advertising, marketing and promotion; providing 

non- downloadable software enabling users to search, locate and communicate with others via 

electronic communications networks for networking, for conducting polls and surveys, for tracking 

online references to businesses, organizations, career, gaming and job opportunities, and business, 

games and electronic sports (esports) topics; application service provider services; providing technical 

information in the form of searchable indices and databases of information, such as text, electronic 

documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, by means of global computer 

information networks or other communications networks; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software; computer services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user- 

defined information, personal profiles, audio and images; scientific and industrial research; preparation 

of data processing programmes; providing and maintaining a data base of personally identifying 

information via the Internet; providing the use of software; design and development of computer 

software for others; creating and maintaining websites that provide an online community for 

networking, advertising and marketing; hosting an online website community for registered users to 

share information, photos, audio and video content and engage in communication and collaboration 

between and among themselves, to form groups and fan pages, and to engage in social networking; 

providing a web-based system and on-fine portal for garners to participate in on-line gaming, operation 

and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours for computer game playing purposes; 

provision of non- downloadable software that allows users to create, modify, upload, download, share, 

preview, and publish user created interactive video game content, music, and other media files for 

entertainment purposes via a global computer network. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543579 

(220) Application Date :19/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Apple Inc. 
(731) Applicant Address : One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, United 

States of America 

(750) Representative: One Apple Park Way, MS: 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 

95014 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: The color(s) grey, blue and white is/are claimed as a 

feature of the mark.The mark consists of a white square with rounded corners 

that is outlined in grey. Inside the square is a solid blue circle with a white letter 

"i" in its center. Twelve straight blue lines radiate from the solid blue circle. 

Each of these radiating lines has a white circle at the end that is outlined in blue. 

The remainder of the white in the drawing represents background or transparent 

areas only and is not part of the mark. 

(310)(320)(330):  88851111  27/03/2020  US 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Recorded and downloadable computer software for providing health 

guidance and information; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in conducting health 

screenings. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1543900 

(220) Application Date :07/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Yuechuanghua Investment Holdings (Shenzhen) 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 510, Unit 2, Building 1, Taihua Haoyuan, Fuhua 
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Community, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Rm. 606, F6, Xijin Centre, 39 Lianhuachi East Rd., 

Haidian District 100036 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

  
 

(540): D 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Data processing apparatus; computer programs, downloadable; computer 

software applications, downloadable; computer hardware; downloadable mobile applications; network 

communication equipment; audio- and video-receivers; portable media players; sensor; rechargeable 

batteries, namely, mobile power supply. 

 

32   Beer; fruit juices; beverages, namely, mineral water; non-alcoholic beverages; smoothies; soft 

drinks; energy drinks; fruit-based lactic acid drinks, non-milk based; non-alcoholic preparations for 

making beverages. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544531 

(220) Application Date :08/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : China Tobacco Jiangsu Industrial Co., 

Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 406-3 Zhongshan North Road, 

Nanjing 210011 Jiangsu, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center, No. 6 Zhujiang 

East Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 510623 Guangdong 

Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34   Cigarette paper; lighters for smokers; matches; ashtrays for smokers; 

tobacco; electronic cigarettes; cigars; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical 

purposes; cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette filters. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544573 

(220) Application Date :09/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Hangzhou Guangli Technology 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 201, No.88 Jucai Rd., 

Changhe Street, Binjiang District, Hangzhou Zhejiang, 

China 

(750) Representative: Room 501, building 2, No. 958, 

Shangtang Road, Gongshu District, Hangzhou City 

Zhejiang Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computers; electronic agendas; cash registers; ticket dispensers; 

holograms; electronic notice boards; radios; virtual reality headsets; cameras [photography]; 
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measuring instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; semi-conductors; video screens; eyeglasses; 

remote control apparatus. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544633 

(220) Application Date :28/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES 

CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 

Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global 

Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng 

District 100013 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44381533  05/03/2020  CN 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Tablet computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; smartglasses; 

smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; computer hardware; computer memories; 

integrated circuit cards (smart cards); transponders; cabinets for loudspeakers; network communication 

apparatus; modems; sleeves for laptops; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; bags adapted 

for laptops; headphones; earphones; virtual reality headsets; digital video recorder for vehicles; set-top 

boxes; sound transmitting apparatus; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); camcorders; 

cameras (photography); computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); pedometers; monitoring 

apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video monitors; interactive touch screen terminals; 

humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; loudspeakers; portable media players; connected bracelets 

(measuring instruments); computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, 

downloadable; optical lenses; gas testing instruments; black boxes (data recorders); smart rings; digital 

weather stations; human face recognition devices; air analysis apparatus; materials for electricity mains 

(wires, cables); video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; thermal imaging cameras; bathroom 

scales; scales with body mass analyzers; personal digital assistants (PDAs); thin client computers; 

selfie lenses; laboratory robots; teaching robots; USB data lines or data cables; downloadable mobile 

phone software applications; holders for mobile phones; touch screens; television apparatus; hand-held 

electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, 

recorded; wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for 

mobile phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; electric plugs; electric 

sockets; electric contacts; intercoms; digital door locks; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 

sensors; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; alarm central units. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544665 

(220) Application Date :03/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Dehua Agency 

Bookkeeping Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : 405, Building 5, Sanqing 

Qisheng Plaza, High-tech Zone, Jinan City Shandong 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-

tech Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 35   Book-keeping; drawing up of statements of accounts; business auditing; payroll 

preparation; tax preparation; tax filing services; financial auditing. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544679 

(220) Application Date :30/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Hunan NSG Electric Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Shaoshan High-tech Industrial  

Development Zone, Shaoshan City Hunan Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech 

Place, No.22, Jian Guo Men Wai Ave.,  Chaoyang District 

Beijing , 100004 China 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 11   Lamps; Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; Lanterns for 

lighting; Cooking utensils, electric ; Kettles, electric; Air conditioning installations ; Fans [air-

conditioning]; Steam generating installations ; Tap water faucets; Disinfectant apparatus ; Radiators, 

electric. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544782 

(220) Application Date :22/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei Technologies 

Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: Room 1217, Zuoan Gongshe Plaza 12th Floor, 68 

North Fourth Ring Road W., Haidian Beijing 100080 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Headsets; audio- and video-receivers; sound reproduction 

apparatus; headphones; wireless loudspeakers; audio equipment for automobile; electronic 

book readers; laptop computers; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; 

computer programs for video and computer games; encoding and decoding apparatus; 

computer software for controlling the operation of audio and video devices; central processing 

unit for processing information, data, sound and image; computer software for organizing and 

viewing digital images and photographs; computer software for processing images, graphics 

and text; software for controlling and improving sound quality of audio equipment; software 

for processing digital images; computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; 

electronic data processing apparatus equipped with learning software; audio speakers for 

automobile; digital sound processors; portable sound reproduction apparatus; MP4 player; 

audio transmitter; laboratory robots; teaching robots; biochips; optical lenses; smartwatches; 

portable digital electronic scales; computer operating programs, recorded; computer software, 

recorded; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; flexible flat panel displays 

for computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; video printers; electronic pens; audio 

interfaces; equalizers [audio apparatus]; virtual reality headsets; dashboard cameras; set-top 

boxes; thermal imaging cameras; infrared detectors; electric and electronic effects units for 

musical instruments; computer program (downloadable software); computer memory devices; 

computer programs, recorded; computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; integrated 
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circuit cards [smart cards]; notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; 

selfie lenses; computer stylus; computer programs, downloadable; downloadable emoticons 

for mobile phones; electric plugs; wearable video display monitors; computer software 

applications, downloadable; tablet computers; pedometers; fingerprint identifiers; scales; 

traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; 

transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; modems; transponders; smartphones; program 

controlled telephone exchange equipment; cabinets for loudspeakers; electric sockets; network 

communication equipment; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB 

cables for mobile phones; digital door locks; central alarms; security tokens [encryption 

devices]; covers for tablet computers; black boxes [data recorders]; interactive touch screen 

terminals; stands adapted for laptops phones; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 

electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; smartphone software applications, 

downloadable; facial recognition equipment; scales with body mass analysers; bathroom 

scales; protective films adapted for smartphones; digital weather stations; electronic key fobs 

being remote control apparatus; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer software 

platforms, recorded or downloadable; microphones; sound transmitting apparatus; television 

apparatus; camcorders; portable media players; digital photo frames; cameras [photography]; 

air analysis apparatus; gas testing instruments; integrated circuits; video screens; sensors; 

loudspeakers; electronic chips; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; 

computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; downloadable graphics for mobile 

phones; wearable computers; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; wrist-mounted 

smartphones; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; security surveillance 

robots; batteries, electric; computer hardware; rechargeable batteries; smartglasses; wearable 

activity trackers; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; connected bracelets 

[measuring instruments]; large-screen liquid crystal displays [LCDs]; electronic diaries; flat 

panel display screens; liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; intercoms; car televisions; video 

monitors; touch screens; touch screen pens; battery chargers. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544795 

(220) Application Date :16/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : A.D. PADMASINGH ISAAC, TRADING AS 

AACHI SPICES & FOODS 
(731) Applicant Address : Old No. 4, New No. 181/1, 6th Avenue, 

Thangam Colony, Anna Nagar West, Chennai - 600040 Tamil Nadu, India 

(750) Representative: 3rd Floor, Y.M.C.A. Building, No. 223, N.S.C. Bose 

Road Chennai - 600001, Tamil Nadu 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 29   Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked 

fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; potato chips; fruit chips; eggs; milk and milk products; all kinds of 

edible oil and coconut oil; coconut powder; fats including in this class. 

 

30   Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, rice, tapioca and sago, flour and preparations made from 

cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, sugar, honey, treacle, yeast; baking-powder, salt, 

mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice; fruit sauces. 

 

43   Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation. 
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(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544807 

(220) Application Date :18/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Junchi Automobile Service 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Courtyard Adjacent To 

Agricultural Market, Aotizhong Road, High-tech Zone, Jinan 

City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: D504, Donghuan International Plaza, 

NO.3966 Erhuandong Road, Licheng District, Jinan City 

Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 37   Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle washing; vehicle service 

stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle breakdown repair services; electric vehicles repair and 

maintenance; vehicle maintenance and repair; tire balancing; repair or maintenance of mechanical 

parking device; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544850 

(220) Application Date :14/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : INCANTUS HOLDING 

LIMITED 
(731) Applicant Address : Sotiri Tofini, 4, 2nd 

floor, Agios Athanasios CY-4102 Limassol, Cyprus 

(750) Representative: Pokrovka street, 33 RU-

105062 Moscow 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Black and violet - pantone 

266C. 

(310)(320)(330):  018196838  17/02/2020  EM 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Encoded magnetic cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; invoicing 

machines. 

 

36   Credit bureaux; hire-purchase financing; savings bank services; issuance of credit cards; issue of tokens 

of value; fund investments; financial information; clearing, financial; financial consultancy; stock exchange 

quotations; lending against security; brokerage; financial management; exchanging money; home banking; 

debit card services; credit card services; factoring; organization of collections; banking; provident fund 

services; financing services. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544894 

(220) Application Date :28/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES 

CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 

Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C,  Beijing Global 

Trade Center,  36 North Third Ring Road East 100013 

Dongcheng District, Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
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(310)(320)(330):  44016306  07/02/2020  CN 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Noise cancelling headphones; wireless earphones for smartphones; 

headphones; laptop computers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smartglasses; 

smartwatches; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; wearable activity trackers; 

computer programs, recorded; loudspeakers; television apparatus; earphones; virtual reality headsets; 

wearable video display monitors; set-top boxes; camcorders; smartphones; tablet computers; network 

communication apparatus; electric batteries; central processing units (processors); chips (integrated 

circuits). 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544914 

(220) Application Date :28/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11TH FLOOR, TOWER C,  BEIJING GLOBAL 

TRADE CENTER, 36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,  

DONGCHENG DISTRICT 100013 BEIJING 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44465002  09/03/2020  CN 
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(511) Goods/Services : 9   Wearable computers; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; computer 

terminals; tablet computers; laptop computers; smartwatches; smart rings; computer software 

applications, downloadable; human face recognition devices; scales with body mass analyzers; 

smartphones; wearable activity trackers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; 

earphones; virtual reality headsets; television apparatus; wearable video display monitors; cameras 

(photography); electric batteries. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544920 

(220) Application Date :18/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Yuandeng Automobile 

Service Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Courtyard Adjacent To 

Agricultural Market,Aotizhong Road, High-tech Zone, 

Jinan City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: D504, Donghuan International 

Plaza, NO.3966 Erhuandong Road, Licheng District, Jinan 

City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
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(511) Goods/Services : 37   Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle washing; vehicle service 

stations [refuelling and maintenance]; vehicle breakdown repair services; electric vehicles repair and 

maintenance; vehicle maintenance and repair; tire balancing; repair or maintenance of mechanical 

parking device; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1544979 

(220) Application Date :12/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Jinshi Industry and 

Trade Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : (Inside of Jianuo Electric 

Appliance Co., Ltd.) Phase-II industrial area, Jiaodao Town, 

 

 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

Wuyi County, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province, China 

(750) Representative: Rm.401-3,Bldg.1 No.998 West 

Wenyi Road, Wuchang subdistrict, Yuhang Dist. 

Hangzhou,Zhejiang Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(540): JKINGS INDUSTRIAL LINE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Machine and apparatus for cable manufacturing; circular saw blade as 

machine components; electric powered machines and apparatus for polishing; automatic handling 

machines (i.e. manipulators); equipments designed for cutting, as machinery components; stropping 

machines; sharpening wheels, as machinery components; cutting machines; cutters (machine parts); 

stone cutting machines. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545014 

(220) Application Date :26/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Novartis AG 
(731) Applicant Address : CH-4002 Basel, 

Switzerland 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): XIIDRA 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Pharmaceutical preparations. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545059 

(220) Application Date :08/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Yunrong Information 

Technology Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 2606, Building 6, Qisheng 

Plaza, 1666 Xinluo Avenue, High-tech Zone, Jinan City 

Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203,Building A4-

3,Hanyujingu, No.7000,Jingshi Road, New and High-tech 

Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Vycolink 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computer peripheral devices; telephone apparatus; video telephones; 

portable telephone; programme-controlled telephone exchange equipment; network communication 

equipment; intercommunication apparatus; projection apparatus; switches, electric; switchboards. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545075 

(220) Application Date :03/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Province 

Runhe Sanitary Materials Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : NO.501, Qingping 

Street, Mingshui Economic And Technological  

Develpoment Zone, Shuangshan Street, Zhangqiu 

District, Jinan City Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, 

Hanyujingu, No.7000, Jingshi Road, New and High-

 

  
 

(540): Runhe 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

tech Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 5   Disinfectant wipes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; dressings, 

medical; bandages for dressings; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; babies' diaper-pants; pants, absorbent, 

for incontinence; sanitary tampons; aseptic cotton. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545224 

(220) Application Date :10/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Qingdao 303 International Trade 

Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.10, Floor 3, Ruiyuan 

Shopping Mall,  Huangdao District, Qingdao 266000 

Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 409, Tower A, 6-1 HongLian 

Bldg., No. 28, Hong Lian South Road, Xi Cheng District 

100055 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 21   Kitchen containers; watering devices; sacrificial containers for household 

purposes; syringes for watering flowers and plants; toilet utensil; jugs; watering cans; pitchers; 

magnetic therapy cup; cast iron teapot. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545225 

(220) Application Date :10/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GuangDong OPPO  Mobile 

Telecommunications Corp., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha,  

Chang’an, Dongguan Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: 7-8th Floor, Tower A,  Hundred 

Island Park，  Bei Zhan Bei Jie Street，  Xicheng District 

Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): OPPO Ace 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   USB flash drives; notebook computers; wearable computers; electronic 

publications, downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computers; computer program 

(downloadable software); computer software, recorded; computer peripheral devices; interactive touch 

screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; downloadable mobile software 

applications; tablet computers; smart ring (data processing); smart watches (data processing); smart 

glasses (data processing); facial recognition equipment; telephone apparatus; transmitters of electronic 

signals; intercommunication apparatus; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; 

portable media players; wearable video display monitors; electronic book readers; earphones; sound 

transmitting apparatus; virtual reality headsets; cameras [photography]; USB cables; wires, electric; 

semi-conductors; electric plugs; electronic chips; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; video 

screens; remote control apparatus; lightning arresters; heat regulating apparatus; electrolysers; fire 

extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use 

against accidents; USB chargers; batteries, electric; wireless chargers; power bank (rechargeable 

battery). 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545495 

(220) Application Date :20/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Huawei Administration Building, Bantian, 

Longgang District, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place, No.22 

Jian Guo Men Wai Ave., Chaoyang District 100004 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  43968226  22/01/2020  CN and 43968231  

22/01/2020  CN 

 
 

 

(540): AutoOmics 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Computer operating programs, recorded; computer software applications, 

downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; smartphone software 

applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; 

computers; data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; central processing units 

[processors]; computer hardware; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; wearable computers; 

scales; facial recognition apparatus; video telephones; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; 

wearable activity trackers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; cell phones; 

loudspeakers; camcorders; television apparatus; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video 

display monitors; cameras [photography]; smartphones; graphics accelerators; computer central 

processing units; chips [integrated circuits]; video screens. 

 

42   Technological research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; 

technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; 

computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development 

of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of 

data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer system design; creating and 

maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical 

conversion]; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 

internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data 

storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud 

computing; computer technology consultancy; computer security consultancy; developing of driver 

and operating system software; scientific investigations for medical purposes; medical research 

services; medical laboratory services; development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; 

computer programming in the medical field; medical research. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545573 

(220) Application Date :16/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhejiang Hanguda Mechanical and 

Electrical Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 1103, Building 8, Jiangnan 

Lizhou Yipin Community, Yongkang City 321300 Zhejiang, China 

(750) Representative: No.2850, 1st Floor, Building 1, No.1 Anhua 

Street, Konggang Street, Shunyi District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): XGOLD 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 7   Agricultural machines; saws [machines]; disintegrators; cutting machines; 

chain saws; electric hammers; shearing machines for animals; printing presses; mixing machines; 

engraving machines; packing machines; food processors, electric; washing machines [laundry]; 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

embossing machines; drilling machines; cutters [machines]; jacks [machines]; metalworking 

machines; dynamos; pumps [machines]; compressed air machines; bearings [parts of machines]; 

welding machines, electric; washing apparatus. 

 

8   Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; knives; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; handles 

for hand-operated hand tools; agricultural implements, hand-operated; garden tools, hand-operated; 

spanners [hand tools]; perforating tools [hand tools]; graving tools [hand tools]. 

 

9   Measuring devices, electric; meters; protection devices for personal use against accidents; batteries, 

electric. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545589 

(220) Application Date :03/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : OMEGLE.COM LLC 
(731) Applicant Address : c/o NW Registered Agent, 906 West 2nd Ave. STE 

100 Spokane WA 99201, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 120 Holborn London EC1N 2DY 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): 

Omegle 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 38   Providing internet chatrooms. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545633 

(220) Application Date :28/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Haohua Tire Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Dadi West Road, Xinhai Road 

North, Houzhen Industry Zone, Shouguang City, Weifang 

City 262700 Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: 67, Minshengdong Road, Kuiwen 

District, Weifang Shandong Provice 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44484781  10/03/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): CEYLON 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12    Tires for vehicle wheels; solid tires for vehicle wheels; adhesive rubber 

patches for repairing inner tubes; inner tubes for bicycle tires; casings for pneumatic tyres; inner tubes 

for pneumatic tires; pneumatic tires; automobile tires; patches for repairing inner tubes; spikes for 

tires. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545714 

(220) Application Date :22/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : ESET, spol. s r.o. 
(731) Applicant Address : Einsteinova 24 SK-851 

01 Bratislava, Slovakia 

(750) Representative: Sliačska 1/A SK-831 02 

Bratislava 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  018236881  11/05/2020  EM 

 
 

 

(540): PROGRESS. 

PROTECTED. 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Software; data protection software; antivirus software; security software; privacy 

protection software; software for diagnostics and troubleshooting; computer software packages; software 

applications; cloud computing software; software development tools; data processing apparatus and 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

instruments; computers; computer components and parts; peripherals adapted for use with computers; 

electronic publications, downloadable. 

 

42   Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; installation and maintenance of 

computer software; computer firewall services; computer virus protection services; rental of computer 

software; software as a service (SaaS); platform as a service (PaaS); software engineering; computer 

software consultancy; computer security consultancy; data security consultancy; internet security 

consultancy; troubleshooting of computer software problems; providing information, advice and consultancy 

services in the field of computer software. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545793 

(220) Application Date :21/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Suining Motianshidai  Medical Equipment 

Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Zone B, 2F, Building 3, Zongyi Road,  Xining 

District, Suining Economic and  Technological Development Zone,  Sichuan 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: No.1201&1202,12F, Unit 1 of Building 1,  No.100 

Niuwangmiao Road, East Street,  Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 10   Masks for use by medical personnel; sanitary masks for medical purposes; 

thermometers for medical purposes; electronic temperature monitors for medical use; infrared 

thermometers for medical purposes; ear thermometer; medical apparatus and instruments; sterilized 

medical instruments; medical isolation garment; medical protective clothing. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545817 

(220) Application Date :25/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : "LЕМАХ" LLC 
(731) Applicant Address : Nikolaevskoe sh., 10-V Taganrog 

RU-347913 Rostovskaya obl., Russian Federation 

(750) Representative: Ploshchad Konstitutsii, 7, office 616 

RU-196191 Saint-Petersburg 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: White and cherry.The graphic element 

is in white and cherry. The verbal element is in cherry. 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): LEMAX 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 11   Heat accumulators; water heaters [apparatus]; drying apparatus 

and installations; expansion tanks for central heating installations; boilers, other than parts of 

machines; water heaters; air reheaters; extractor hoods for kitchens; gas heat generators 

[installations]; burners; gas burners; chimney flues; heating apparatus; fireplaces, domestic; 

solar thermal collectors [heating]; air-conditioning apparatus; gas boilers; laundry room 

boilers; heating boilers; immersion heaters; brackets for gas burners; heat pumps; hot air bath 

fittings; sauna bath installations; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; stoves [heating 

apparatus]; incinerators; solar furnaces; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; heating plates; 

cookers; heating apparatus, electric; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; 

kitchen ranges [ovens]; forage drying apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

cooking rings; hot air apparatus; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; 

regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; radiators [heating]; central heating radiators; 

radiators, electric; heat regenerators; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; flues for 

heating boilers; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; humidifiers for central heating 

radiators; air-conditioning installations; air filtering installations; ventilation [air-conditioning] 

installations for vehicles; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; hot water heating 

installations; ventilation hoods; ventilation hoods for laboratories; air cooling apparatus; 

dampers [heating]; refrigerating cabinets; heating elements. 

 

35   Advertising agency services; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business 

auditing; computerized file management; invoicing; book-keeping; demonstration of goods; 

business information; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice 

shop]; business management and organization consultancy; professional business consultancy; 

layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; business management of performing 

artists; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 

advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 

presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; payroll preparation; data 

search in computer files for others; sponsorship search; business management assistance; 

commercial or industrial management assistance; promoting the goods of others; rental of 

advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; rental of vending 

machines; publication of publicity texts; bill-posting; distribution of samples; direct mail 

advertising; writing of publicity texts; advertising; online advertising on a computer network; 

advertising by mail order; outdoor advertising; television advertising; compilation of 

statistics; systemization of information into computer databases; business inquiries; tax 

preparation; drawing up of statements of accounts; publicity columns preparation; business 

management of hotels; administrative processing of purchase orders; commercial 

administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; public relations; modelling 

for advertising or sales promotion; price comparison services; outsourcing services [business 

assistance]; wholesale services for building materials; retail services provided by means of 

delivery of goods; retail services; retail services provided by means of mail order catalogs; 

retail services by means of teleshopping and Internet. 

 

37   Asphalting; drilling of wells; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially 

destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; retreading of tires; 

vulcanization of tires [repair]; building sealing; linen ironing; pressing of clothing; 

disinfecting; rat exterminating; refilling of toner cartridges; knife sharpening; building 

insulating; bricklaying; riveting; construction consultancy; repair information; construction 

information; varnishing; re-tinning; scaffolding; road paving; vehicle washing; car wash; 

window cleaning; building construction supervision; upholstering; renovation of clothing; 

rustproofing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; sanding; pumicing; safe maintenance and repair; 

vehicle maintenance; paper hanging; painting or repair of signs; cleaning of buildings 

[exterior surface]; vehicle polishing; vehicle breakdown repair services; rental of bulldozers; 

rental of road sweeping machines; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of 

construction equipment; rental of excavators; plumbing; masonry; roofing services; painting, 

interior and exterior; carpentry services; underwater repair; plastering; quarrying services; 

repair of security locks; umbrella repair; parasol repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; 

burner maintenance and repair; film projector repair and maintenance; clock and watch repair; 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

pump repair; upholstery repair; shoe repair; clothing repair; photographic apparatus repair; 

furniture restoration; restoration of musical instruments; vehicle greasing; demolition of 

buildings; warehouse construction and repair; vehicle service stations [refuelling and 

maintenance]; mending clothing; cabinet making [repair]; washing; washing of linen; factory 

construction; building of fair stalls and shops; construction; shipbuilding; cleaning of 

buildings [interior]; street cleaning; vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, forestry 

or horticulture; artificial snow-making services; laundering; installation of doors and 

windows; irrigation devices installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; heating 

equipment installation and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; furnace installation 

and repair; telephone installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning 

apparatus; fire alarm installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; 

electric appliance installation and repair; kitchen equipment installation; installation, 

maintenance and repair of computer hardware; machinery installation, maintenance and 

repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; interference 

suppression in electrical apparatus; swimming-pool maintenance; furniture maintenance; 

chimney sweeping; boiler cleaning and repair; cleaning of clothing; dry cleaning; vehicle 

cleaning; diaper cleaning; leather care, cleaning and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545971 

(220) Application Date :12/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : American Society for Testing 

and Materials 
(731) Applicant Address : 100 Barr Harbor Drive West 

Conshohocken PA 194282959, United States of America 

(750) Representative: 1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 

Attention: TMSU Washington DC 20004 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): COMPASS 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 41   Providing training courses in the fields of methods of testing and 

specifications and standards in the engineering and industrial fields, provided from an Internet website 

portal. 

 

42   Providing standards and other information regarding testing, analysis, and evaluation of the goods 

and services of others to aid in compliance with industry standards in the fields of science, 

engineering, and allied fields, namely, the fields of chemistry and analytical chemistry, biology, 

metallography, nuclear technology and engineering, molecular spectroscopy and separation science, 

aircraft, space, and aerospace technology and engineering, mechanical engineering, forensic science 

and engineering, construction engineering, building and building materials technology and 

engineering, acoustical technology and engineering, adhesives technology and engineering, 

environmental technology and engineering, fossil fuels, biofuels, and alternative energy source 

engineering, nanotechnology, industrial science and engineering, electrical and electronics 

technologies and engineering, paper and packaging engineering, sports technology, security systems 

technology and engineering, consumer products technology and engineering, plastics technology and 

engineering, ships and marine technology, food service technology, additive manufacturing 

technologies, automotive technology and engineering, ferrous and non-ferrous metals technology and 

engineering, cement, ceramic, concrete, and masonry technology and engineering, paints and coatings 

technology and engineering, oil and gas technology and engineering, thermal engineering, textile 

technology and engineering, materials technology and engineering, rubber and synthetic rubber 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

technology and engineering, washing and cleaning technology, geological and geosynthetics 

technology and engineering, air quality technology and engineering, waste management technology 

and engineering, 3D imaging technology and engineering, underground utilities technology and 

engineering, corrosion technology and engineering, amusement rides technology and engineering, 

roofing and waterproofing technology and engineering, water technology and engineering, fire and fire 

extinguishing technology and engineering, power generation technology and engineering, insulation 

technology and engineering, occupational health and safety technology and engineering, agricultural 

engineering, pesticides, antimicrobial, and alternative control agents testing, environmental 

assessment, consumer products technology and engineering, healthcare informatics, medical device 

technology, pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical technology, emergency medicine technology, and 

personal protective clothing and equipment technology and engineering, provided from an Internet 

website portal. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545978 

(220) Application Date :03/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SHENZHEN TECHDOW 

PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 1, Rongtian South Road, 

Kengzi Street,  Pingshan New District, Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing Square 

(NEO),  6009 Shennan Middle Road,  Futian District, 

Shenzhen City 518048 Guangdong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): Inhixa 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 5   Dietetic substances adapted for medical use; medicinal solutions for 

injection; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; biological preparations for medical 

purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for medical 

purposes; troches; pharmaceutical drugs; biochemical drug. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1545983 

(220) Application Date :27/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.  

(731) Applicant Address : 1525 Howe Street 

Racine, Wisconsin 53403-2236, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: 43 boulevard Haussmann F-

75009 PARIS 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): SC JOHNSON A 

FAMILY COMPANY 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 1   Waterproofing chemicals for footwear, leather or textiles; chemical shoe 

stretching compositions. 

 

2   Dyes, colorants, mordants and inks for use in the manufacture of footwear and goods of leather. 

 

3   Preparations for anti-fouling and stain-preventing pretreatment of textiles including clothing, upholstery 

and carpets and rugs; stain removers for removing dirt and stains for textiles, including clothing, upholstery, 

carpets and rugs; soaps other than for body care; detergents other than for personal care; waxes for floors; 

furniture polish; protective coatings (waxes, sealants, polishes) for furniture, floors; preparations for 

unblocking pipe systems; cleaners for hard surfaces; bleaching preparations and other substances for use on 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

textiles; disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or chemical compounds for household use; 

products for scouring and removing varnishes; preparations in the form of waxes for application to finished 

or unfinished surfaces, namely wax for floors, flooring, footwear, furniture, leather, plastic or vinyl surfaces; 

preparations for scouring and removing wax; all-purpose household cleaners; toilet bowl detergents; all-

purpose cleaners for glass, windows and multi-surfaces; wipes and synthetic cellulose sheets impregnated 

with preparations for use in washing machines for the absorption of dirt and for anti-fading during a wash; 

air fragrancing preparations; room or atmosphere perfumes; essential oils for perfuming the atmosphere; 

potpourris [fragrances]; incense; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; polishes, creams 

and pigmented dressings for footwear and leather goods; products for the preservation of leather, namely, 

waxes for the preservation of leather, creams for the preservation of leather; dry-cleaning preparations, 

namely, dry chemical preparations in the form of tablets, of powder for cleaning and other preparations for 

cleaning leather, suede, vinyl, plastic and products made of these materials; scuff remover from leather and 

vinyl goods; polish and cream for footwear and leather goods, including for covering scuff marks; products 

for the preservation of footwear and goods made of leather, namely, polish for footwear and goods of 

leather; wipes impregnated with cleaning and polishing preparations; oil for the protection of feet against 

cracks or crevices (not for medical use). 

 

4   Candles (lighting), liquid or solidified melted scented wax; citronella candles for use as insect repellent, 

namely, candles containing an insect repellent; perfumed candles. 

 

5   Liquid and spray disinfectants other than for personal use; air sanitizing products; air room or atmosphere 

deodorizers; deodorants (not for personal use); air purifying preparations; indoor deodorants for carpets and 

rugs, deodorants for fabrics and textile materials; insect repellents, insecticides and insect repellents; wipes 

pre-moistened with an insect repellent preparation for use on the body; anti-mosquito coils; insect baits 

containing insecticides to control insects and pests and vermin; medicated ointments to soothe and treat 

itching and redness caused by insect bites; anti-fungal preparation for feet in spray form; shoe deodorizers. 

 

11   Electric diffusers for air fresheners and perfumes; candle lanterns and lamps for insect repellents. 

 

16   Plastic bags for all domestic uses; plastic vacuum-closable storage bags for household use; plastic 

packaging; adhesives for repairing shoes, rain-wear and other surfaces of leather, rubber, nylon, plastics, 

canvas, linen or vinyl. 

 

21   Plastic containers for household use; small utensils and containers for household use (not of precious 

metals nor coated therewith); shoe horns; shoe trees (stretchers); cloths for cleaning, polishing, waxing, 

glossing; waxing and polishing sponges; shoe brushes; hand tool for cleaning glass containing cleaning 

pads; scrubbing brushes for household use. 

 

25   Non-slipping devices for footwear; anti-skid soles and insoles for footwear; soles, inner soles and pads 

(soles) for footwear; heels and heelpieces for footwear; heel plates for footwear, heel pads for footwear, 

heels and stocking protectors (socks) for stockings and tights; socks, stockings and tights. 

 

26   Shoe laces. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546150 

(220) Application Date :02/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Shandong Jingming  Ocean 

Technology Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No.28, Yongfeng Road, Modern 

Fishery Demonstration Area, Dongying City, Shandong, China 

(750) Representative: Room 702, Unit A, City Center Building, 

 

 

 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

No. 111, Dongsan Road, Dongying City 257091 Shandong 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 31   Wheat; living animals; fish, live; shellfish, live; crayfish, live; sea-

cucumbers [live]; oysters [live]; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546158 

(220) Application Date :23/03/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : AMOS Group Limited 
(731) Applicant Address : 156 Gul Circle Singapore 

629613, Singapore 

(750) Representative: P.O. Box 2988, Raffles City 

Post Office Singapore 911799 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): AMOS 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 6   Advertisement columns of metal; alloys of common metal; aluminium; 

aluminium wire; aluminium foil; anchor plates; tie plates; anchors; angle irons of metal; anti-friction metal; 

anvils; anvils [portable]; arbours [structures] of metal; armour-plating of metal; armor-plating of metal; 

armoured doors of metal; armored doors of metal; aviaries [structures] of metal; badges of metal for 

vehicles; bag hangers of metal; balls of steel; balustrades of metal; bands of metal for tying-up purposes; 

wrapping or binding bands of metal; barbed wire; barrel hoops of metal; barrels of metal; bars for metal 

railings; baskets of metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; beak-irons; bick-

irons; beams of metal; girders of metal; bed casters of metal; bells for animals; bells; machine belt fasteners 

of metal; belt stretchers of metal; beryllium [glucinium]; glucinium [beryllium]; bicycle parking installations 

of metal; binding screws of metal for cables; binding thread of metal for agricultural purposes; bindings of 

metal; bird baths [structures] of metal; blooms [metallurgy]; bolts of metal; bolts, flat; bottle caps of metal; 

bottle closures of metal; bottle fasteners of metal; bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; 

box fasteners of metal; boxes of common metal; braces of metal for handling loads; harness of metal for 

handling loads; braces of metal for load handling; harness of metal for load handling; brackets of metal for 

building; brackets of metal for furniture; branching pipes of metal; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; 

brazing alloys; bright steel bars; bronze; bronzes for tombstones; monuments of bronze for tombs; bronzes 

[works of art]; buckles of common metal [hardware]; building materials of metal; building panels of metal; 

buildings, transportable, of metal; buildings of metal; burial vaults of metal; busts of common metal; 

cabanas of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; cable linkages of metal, non-electric; cables of metal, 

non-electric; cadmium; metal cages for wild animals; casement windows of metal; cashboxes [metal or non-

metal]; casings of metal for oilwells; cask stands of metal; casks of metal; cast steel; cast iron, unwrought or 

semi-wrought; cattle chains; ceilings of metal; celtium [hafnium]; hafnium [celtium]; cermets; chains of 

metal; check rails of metal for railways; guard rails of metal for railways; chests of metal; bins of metal; 

chicken-houses of metal; chill-moulds [foundry]; chill-molds [foundry]; chimney cowls of metal; chimney 

pots of metal; chimney shafts of metal; chimneys of metal; chrome iron; chrome ores; chromium; cladding 

of metal for building; clips of metal for cables and pipes; clips of metal for sealing bags; closures of metal 

for containers; clothes hooks of metal; cobalt, raw; collars of metal for fastening pipes; common metals, 

unwrought or semi-wrought; containers of metal for storing acids; containers of metal [storage, transport]; 

containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; containers of metal for liquid fuel; copper, unwrought 

or semi-wrought; copper rings; copper wire, not insulated; cornices of metal; cotter pins of metal; couplings 

of metal for chains; crampons [climbing irons]; cramps of metal [crampons]; crampons of metal [cramps]; 

crash barriers of metal for roads; crucifixes of common metal, other than jewellery; crucifixes of common 

metal, other than jewelry; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; diving boards of metal; door stops 

of metal; door scrapers; foot scrapers; door bells of metal, non-electric; door closers, non-electric; door 
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springs, non-electric; door knockers of metal; door handles of metal; door panels of metal; door bolts of 

metal; door openers, non-electric; door frames of metal; door casings of metal; door fittings of metal; door 

fasteners of metal; doors of metal; drain pipes of metal; drain traps [valves] of metal; drawn and polished 

metal bars; duckboards of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; pipes of metal, for central 

heating installations; ducts and pipes of metal for central heating installations; ducts of metal for ventilating 

and air-conditioning installations; elbows of metal for pipes; enclosures of metal for tombs; eye bolts; screw 

rings; fences of metal; ferrules of metal for walking sticks; ferrules of metal for handles; ferrules of metal; 

figurines [statuettes] of common metal; statuettes of common metal; filings of metal; firedogs [andirons]; 

fireplace mantles of metal; fish plates [rails]; fittings of metal for windows; fittings of metal for building; 

fittings of metal for compressed air lines; fittings of metal for coffins; fittings of metal for furniture; fittings 

of metal for beds; flagpoles [structures] of metal; flanges of metal [collars]; flashing of metal for building; 

floating docks of metal, for mooring boats; floating containers of metal; floor tiles of metal; floors of metal; 

foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; folding doors of metal; foundry moulds of metal; foundry molds 

of metal; frames of metal for building; framework of metal for building; materials of metal for funicular 

railway permanent ways; furnace fireguards of metal; furniture casters of metal; galena [ore]; gates of metal; 

germanium; gold solder; gratings of metal; grilles of metal; grave slabs of metal; tomb slabs of metal; grease 

nipples; greenhouse frames of metal; greenhouses of metal, transportable; gutter pipes of metal; hand-held 

flagpoles of metal; handcuffs; handling pallets of metal; hinges of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; hooks of 

metal for roofing slates; hooks of metal for clothes rails; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; horseshoe nails; 

hot-rolled steel bars; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; ice moulds of metal; identification bracelets of 

metal; indium; ingots of common metal; insect screens of metal; iron slabs; iron, unwrought or semi-

wrought; iron strip; hoop iron; iron wire; iron ores; ironmongery; hardware of metal, small; ironwork for 

windows; ironwork for doors; jalousies of metal; jerrycans of metal; jets of metal; joists of metal; junctions 

of metal for pipes; keys of metal; knobs of metal; labels of metal; ladders of metal; latch bars of metal; 

latches of metal; laths of metal; latticework of metal; trellis of metal; lead seals; lead, unwrought or semi-

wrought; letter boxes of metal; letters and numerals of common metal, except type; limonite; linings of 

metal for building; lintels of metal; loading pallets of metal; loading gauge rods of metal for railway 

wagons; lock bolts; locks of metal, other than electric; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal for bags; 

magnesium; manganese; manhole covers of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; masts of metal; 

memorial plates of metal; memorial plaques of metal; metals in powder form; metals in foil or powder form 

for 3D printers; mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers; molybdenum iron; molybdenum; 

monuments of metal; monuments of metal for tombs; mooring bollards of metal; mooring buoys of metal; 

mouldings of metal for cornices; moldings of metal for cornices; mouldings of metal for building; moldings 

of metal for building; nails; nameplates of metal; identity plates of metal; nickel silver; German silver; 

nickel; niobium; nozzles of metal; nuts of metal; oil drainage containers of metal; ores of metal; outdoor 

blinds of metal; packaging containers of metal; padlocks; paint spraying booths of metal; booths of metal for 

spraying paint; palings of metal; pantiles of metal; partitions of metal; paving blocks of metal; paving slabs 

of metal; peeled metal bars; pegs of metal; penstock pipes of metal; pigsties of metal; pillars of metal for 

building; pins [hardware]; pipe muffs of metal; pipework of metal; pitons of metal; platforms, prefabricated, 

of metal; plugs of metal; bungs of metal; poles of metal; porches [structures] of metal; posts of metal; posts 

of metal for power lines; poles of metal for power lines; pot hooks of metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of 

metal; preserving boxes of metal; preserve tins; tin cans; props of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for 

machines; pyrophoric metals; rails of metal; railway points; railway switches; railway material of metal; 

railway sleepers of metal; railroad ties of metal; metal ramps for use with vehicles; reels of metal, non-

mechanical, for flexible hoses; refractory construction materials of metal; registration plates of metal; 

numberplates of metal; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; 

reinforcing materials of metal for building; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; rings of metal; 

stop collars of metal; rivets of metal; road signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; rocket 

launching platforms of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal 

for welding; roller blinds of steel; roof flashing of metal; roof gutters of metal; roof coverings of metal; 

roofing tiles of metal; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; rope thimbles of 
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metal; ropes of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; safes [metal or non-metal]; strongboxes [metal or 

non-metal]; safes, electronic; safety cashboxes; safety chains of metal; sash fasteners of metal for windows; 

scaffolding of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; screws of metal; sealing caps of metal; sheaf binders of 

metal; sheet piles of metal; pilings of metal; sheets and plates of metal; shims; shoe pegs of metal; shoe 

dowels of metal; shuttering of metal for concrete; shutters of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and 

non-mechanical, of metal; signboards of metal; signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; silicon 

iron; sills of metal; silos of metal; silver solder; silver-plated tin alloys; skating rinks [structures] of metal; 

slabs of metal for building; sleeves [metal hardware]; slings of metal for handling loads; soldering wire of 

metal; split rings of common metal for keys; spring locks; springs [metal hardware]; spurs; stables of metal; 

stair treads [steps] of metal; staircases of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; statues of common metal; 

steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; steel alloys; steel strip; hoop steel; steel wire; steel masts; steel sheets; 

steel tubes; steel pipes; steel buildings; step stools of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; stoppers of metal; stops 

of metal; strap-hinges of metal; straps of metal for handling loads; belts of metal for handling loads; straps 

of metal for load handling; street gutters of metal; stretchers for iron bands [tension links]; stretchers for 

metal bands [tension links]; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; swimming pools [structures] of metal; 

swing doors of metal; tacks [nails]; brads; tanks of metal; reservoirs of metal; tantalum [metal]; taps of metal 

for casks; faucets of metal for casks; telegraph posts of metal; telephone booths of metal; telephone boxes of 

metal; telpher cables; tension links; tent pegs of metal; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; tile floorings 

of metal; tiles of metal for building; tin; tinfoil; tinplate packings; tinplate; titanium iron; ferrotitanium; 

titanium; tombac; tombs of metal; tombstone plaques of metal; tombstone stelae of metal; tool boxes of 

metal, empty; tool chests of metal, empty; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; transport pallets of metal; traps 

for wild animals; trays of metal; tree protectors of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; tubbing of 

metal; tubes of metal; pipes of metal; tungsten iron; tungsten; turnstiles of metal; turntables [railways]; 

valves of metal, other than parts of machines; vanadium; vats of metal; vice claws of metal; wainscotting of 

metal; wall plugs of metal; wall claddings of metal for building; wall linings of metal for building; wall tiles 

of metal; washers of metal; water-pipe valves of metal; water-pipes of metal; weather- or wind-vanes of 

metal; weather vanes of metal; wind vanes of metal; wheel clamps [boots]; white metal; wind-driven bird-

repelling devices made of metal; winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; window stops 

of metal; window pulleys; sash pulleys; window casement bolts; window fasteners of metal; window frames 

of metal; window openers, non-electric; window closers, non-electric; windows of metal; wire of common 

metal; wire cloth; wire gauze; wire stretchers [tension links]; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse 

wire; wire rope; works of art of common metal; zinc; zirconium. 

 

22   Animal hair; animal feeding nets; awnings of textile; awnings of synthetic materials; bags [envelopes, 

pouches] of textile, for packaging; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; bindings, not of 

metal; body bags; braces, not of metal, for handling loads; harness, not of metal, for handling loads; brattice 

cloth; cables, not of metal; camel hair; canvas for sails; car towing ropes; carbon fibres for textile use; 

carbon fibers for textile use; carded wool; coconut fibre; coconut fiber; cocoons; combed wool; cords for 

hanging pictures; raw cotton; cotton tow; cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing; covers for 

camouflage; down [feathers]; dust sheets; drop cloths; eiderdown; esparto grass; feathers for bedding; 

feathers for stuffing upholstery; raw fibrous textile; fibrous gaskets for ships; fishing nets; fleece wool; flock 

[stuffing]; glass fibres for textile use; glass fibers for textile use; grasses for upholstering; hammocks; hemp 

fibres; hemp bands; horsehair; jute; kapok; ladder tapes for venetian blinds; ladder tapes or webbing for 

venetian blinds; liber; raw linen [flax]; linters; mail bags; mesh bags for washing laundry; net pens for fish 

farming; nets for camouflage; nets; network; outdoor blinds of textile; packing [cushioning, stuffing] 

materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; packing string; packing rope; padding materials, not of 

rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; pig bristles; plastic 

fibres for textile use; plastic fibers for textile use; purse seines; raffia; ramie fibre; ramie fiber; rope ladders; 

ropes, not of metal; ropes; sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; sails; sails for ski sailing; 

sash cords; sawdust; schappe [raw silk waste]; silk waste; seaweed for stuffing; sheaf-binding yarns; shorn 

wool; raw silk; silk flock; sisal; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; snares [nets]; straps, not of metal, 
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for handling loads; belts, not of metal, for handling loads; straw for stuffing upholstery; straw wrappers for 

bottles; bottle envelopes of straw; packing, of straw, for bottles; string; strips for tying-up vines; tarpaulins; 

tents; textile fibres; textile fibers; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; tow; twine made of paper; 

twine for nets; upholstery wool [stuffing]; vehicle covers, not fitted; vitreous silica fibres for textile use; 

vitreous silica fibers for textile use; wadding for filtering; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; wax 

ends; whipcord; wood shavings; wood wool; wool flock; raw or treated wool; wrapping or binding bands, 

not of metal. 

 

35   Administration of frequent flyer programs; administration of consumer loyalty programs; administrative 

processing of purchase orders; administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders; administrative 

assistance in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; advertising; publicity; advertising agency 

services; publicity agency services; rental of advertising space; advertising by mail order; rental of 

advertising time on communication media; production of advertising films; appointment scheduling services 

[office functions]; appointment reminder services [office functions]; auctioneering; bill-posting; rental of 

billboards [advertising boards]; book-keeping; accounting; business management assistance; business 

inquiries; business auditing; business management and organization consultancy; business management 

consultancy; business efficiency expert services; business appraisals; business investigations; business 

organization consultancy; business research; advisory services for business management; professional 

business consultancy; business information; business management of hotels; business management of 

performing artists; business management of sports people; business management for freelance service 

providers; business project management services for construction projects; providing business information 

via a web site; business management of reimbursement programmes for others; business management of 

reimbursement programs for others; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential 

private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; commercial information agency services; commercial 

or industrial management assistance; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 

others; provision of commercial and business contact information; commercial intermediation services; 

competitive intelligence services; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of 

statistics; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; computerized file 

management; consultancy regarding public relations communication strategies; consultancy regarding 

advertising communication strategies; cost price analysis; data search in computer files for others; 

demonstration of goods; creating advertising material; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising 

matter; distribution of samples; document reproduction; drawing up of statements of accounts; economic 

forecasting; employment agency services; financial auditing; gift registry services; import-export agency 

services; interim business management; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; market studies; 

market intelligence services; marketing research; marketing; marketing in the framework of software 

publishing; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; negotiation and conclusion of commercial 

transactions for third parties; negotiation of business contracts for others; news clipping services; arranging 

newspaper subscriptions for others; office machines and equipment rental; on-line advertising on a computer 

network; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; online retail 

services for downloadable digital music; online retail services for downloadable ring tones; online retail 

services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions 

for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 

organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; outdoor advertising; outsourced administrative 

management for companies; outsourcing services [business assistance]; pay per click advertising; payroll 

preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; photocopying services; rental of 

photocopying machines; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price 

comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; 

promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; psychological testing for the 

selection of personnel; public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity material rental; radio 

advertising; registration of written communications and data; administrative services for the relocation of 

businesses; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 
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retail services for works of art provided by art galleries; sales promotion for others; rental of sales stands; 

scriptwriting for advertising purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion; search engine 

optimisation for sales promotion; secretarial services; shop window dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; 

arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; systemization of information into 

computer databases; targeted marketing; tax preparation; tax filing services; telemarketing services; 

telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; production of teleshopping programmes; production of 

teleshopping programs; television advertising; transcription of communications [office functions]; typing; 

updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating and 

maintenance of information in registries; rental of vending machines; web site traffic optimization; web site 

traffic optimisation; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; wholesale services for 

pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; word processing; writing of 

publicity texts; writing of curriculum vitae for others; writing of résumés for others; commercial information 

and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services. 

 

37   Airplane maintenance and repair; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; artificial snow-making services; 

asphalting; boiler cleaning and repair; bricklaying; building construction supervision; building sealing; 

damp-proofing [building]; building insulating; building of fair stalls and shops; rental of bulldozers; burglar 

alarm installation and repair; burner maintenance and repair; carpentry services; chimney sweeping; 

cleaning of buildings [interior]; cleaning of clothing; rental of cleaning machines; cleaning of buildings 

[exterior surface]; clock and watch repair; clothing repair; rental of construction equipment; construction; 

construction information; construction consultancy; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; demolition of 

buildings; diaper cleaning; rental of dish drying machines; rental of dishwashing machines; disinfecting; 

rental of drainage pumps; drilling of wells; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; dry cleaning; electric appliance 

installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; lift installation and repair; rental of excavators; 

factory construction; film projector repair and maintenance; fire alarm installation and repair; freezing 

equipment installation and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair; furnace installation and repair; furniture 

maintenance; furniture restoration; harbour construction; heating equipment installation and repair; 

hydraulic fracturing services; fracking services; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; 

installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; installation of doors and windows; interference 

suppression in electrical apparatus; irrigation devices installation and repair; kitchen equipment installation; 

knife sharpening; laundering; rental of laundry washing machines; laying of cable; leather care, cleaning and 

repair; linen ironing; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; masonry; mining extraction; motor 

vehicle maintenance and repair; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; 

painting or repair of signs; painting, interior and exterior; paper hanging; wallpapering; parasol repair; pest 

control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; photographic apparatus 

repair; pier breakwater building; pipeline construction and maintenance; plastering; plumbing; pressing of 

clothing; pumicing; pump repair; quarrying services; rat exterminating; re-tinning; rebuilding engines that 

have been worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; 

refilling of toner cartridges; renovation of clothing; repair information; repair of security locks; repair of 

power lines; restoration of works of art; restoration of musical instruments; retreading of tires; riveting; road 

paving; rental of road sweeping machines; roofing services; rustproofing; safe maintenance and repair; 

sanding; scaffolding; shipbuilding; shoe repair; sterilization of medical instruments; sterilisation of medical 

instruments; street cleaning; strong-room maintenance and repair; swimming-pool maintenance; telephone 

installation and repair; tuning of musical instruments; tyre balancing; tire balancing; umbrella repair; 

underwater construction; underwater repair; upholstering; upholstery repair; varnishing; vehicle greasing; 

vehicle lubrication; vehicle washing; vehicle polishing; vehicle service stations [refuelling and 

maintenance]; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle battery 

charging; vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; 

vulcanization of tyres [repair]; vulcanization of tires [repair]; warehouse construction and repair; washing of 

linen; washing; window cleaning; retreading of tyres. 
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39   Air transport; aircraft rental; rental of aircraft engines; ambulance transport; armoured-car transport; 

armored-car transport; barge transport; boat rental; boat transport; boat storage; booking of seats for travel; 

bottling services; bus transport; car rental; car transport; car parking; car sharing services; carting; cash 

replenishment of automated teller machines; chauffeur services; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; 

courier services [messages or merchandise]; arranging of cruises; delivery of goods; delivery of newspapers; 

newspaper delivery; delivery of goods by mail order; distribution of energy; rental of diving bells; rental of 

diving suits; providing driving directions for travel purposes; rental of electric wine cellars; electricity 

distribution; escorting of travellers; ferry-boat transport; flower delivery; franking of mail; rental of freezers; 

freight [shipping of goods]; freight forwarding; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; freight brokerage; 

freighting; garage rental; gift wrapping; guarded transport of valuables; hauling; horse rental; ice-breaking; 

launching of satellites for others; lighterage services; marine transport; message delivery; rental of motor 

racing cars; motor coach rental; rental of navigational systems; operating canal locks; packaging of goods; 

parcel delivery; parking place rental; passenger transport; physical storage of electronically stored data or 

documents; piloting; pleasure boat transport; porterage; railway transport; railway coach rental; railway 

truck rental; refloating of ships; refrigerator rental; frozen-food locker rental; removal services; rescue 

operations [transport]; river transport; salvage of ships; salvaging; shipbrokerage; stevedoring; storage of 

goods; storage; warehousing; storage information; rental of storage containers; taxi transport; towing; rental 

of tractors; traffic information; tram transport; streetcar transport; transport services for sightseeing tours; 

transport by pipeline; transport; transport of travellers; transport and storage of waste; transport and storage 

of trash; transport brokerage; transport reservation; arranging of transportation for travel tours; 

transportation information; transportation logistics; transporting furniture; travel reservation; underwater 

salvage; unloading cargo; vehicle breakdown towing services; vehicle rental; rental of vehicle roof racks; 

rental of warehouses; water supplying; water distribution; rental of wheelchairs; wrapping of goods. 

 

43   Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; bar services; boarding house services; 

boarding house bookings; boarding for animals; café services; cafeteria services; providing campground 

facilities; canteen services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking apparatus; day-

nursery [crèche] services; rental of drinking water dispensers; food and drink catering; food sculpting; 

holiday camp services [lodging]; hotel services; hotel reservations; rental of lighting apparatus; rental of 

meeting rooms; motel services; reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals 

and departures]; restaurant services; retirement home services; self-service restaurant services; snack-bar 

services; rental of temporary accommodation; temporary accommodation reservations; rental of tents; tourist 

home services; rental of transportable buildings; udon and soba restaurant services; washoku restaurant 

services. 
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(540): MindData 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Telepresence robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 

laboratory robots; teaching robots; security surveillance robots; learning machines; genomic 
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information analyzers; wireless transmission apparatus of sound information; central processing units 

(processors) for processing information, data, sound and images; wearable video display monitors; 

video monitors; receivers (audio - and video -); interactive touch screen terminals; electronic 

interactive whiteboards; chips (integrated circuits); electronic chips; sensors; downloadable mobile 

phone software applications; network servers; learning machines for electronic teaching; electronic 

sounding devices for use with books, namely, audio devices for audiobooks; computer programs, 

recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; network communication apparatus; computer 

software applications, downloadable; modems; computer programs (downloadable software); data 

processing apparatus; computer hardware; computer software, recorded; computer memories; 

smartphones; notebook computers. 

 

42   Computer software consultancy; design and development of instant messaging software; 

development of software for securities of network operating system; developing of driver and 

operating system software; platform as a service [PaaS]; computer network configuration services; 

design and development of wireless computer networks; computer technology consultancy; 

consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; research in the field of artificial 

intelligence; cloud computing; electronic data storage; updating of computer software; computer 

software design; software as a service [SaaS]; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer 

security consultancy; maintenance of computer software for security and risk prevention; testing of 

machine functionality; data conversion of electronic information; information technology (IT) 

consultancy; information technology services provided on an outsourcing basis; software development 

in the framework of software publishing; design of image processing software; maintenance and 

updating of computer software; design and development of virtual reality software. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546567 

(220) Application Date :18/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Jinan Huameng  Automation 

Technology Co.,Ltd. 
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Building 9, Shuntai Square, No. 2000,  Shunhua Road, High-tech 

Zone, Jinan City,  Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203,Building A4-3,Hanyujingu, 

No.7000,Jingshi Road, New and High-tech Zones, Jinan City 

Shandong Province 
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(511) Goods/Services : 7   Glass-working machines; machinery equipment for glass industry (daily 

use glass included); glass cutting machines; automatic blowing machine; engraving machines; 

extracting mill (glass processing machinery); cutting machine for metal processing. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546822 

(220) Application Date :22/04/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Cobbe Technology Co.,Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Industrial Park,  Mayu Town, 

Ruian 325200 Zhejiang Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room C, 23rd floor,  jinzhou 

building, Wenzhou, avenue, lucheng district, wenzhou city 

Zhejiang province 
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(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 6   Metal partition; metal wall panel; metal cover plate for construction; metal 

ring; metal wall cladding for construction; metal lining for construction; metal roofing; ordinary metal 

buckle (hardware); metal fixed towel dispenser; metal locks (non-electric); metal accessories for 

furniture; common metal artwork; metal clothing hooks; metal hardware; metal wall linings for 

constructions; metal containers for storage and transportation; metal containers (for storage or gas); 

metal building materials; metal brick flooring; metal ceilings. 

 

11   Shower water heater; shower compartment; hair dryer; toilet air dryer; electric dryer; water 

massage bath installations; water heating equipment; water distribution equipment; flushing apparatus 

for toilet; bathing installations; ventilation equipment and devices (air conditioning); sink; water 

supply equipment; lamp; disinfection apparatus; urinal (sanitation); cooling equipment and 

installations. 

 

20   Dining cabinet; furniture; display stand; counter (table); bed; wash table (furniture); mirror (glass 

mirror); table; cupboard; dressing table; furniture frame; pillow; plastic packaging container; clothes 

hanger; plastic ornaments for food; non-metallic accessories for furniture; towel racks (furniture); non-

metallic fixed towel dispensers; storage racks; indoor shutters; non-metallic hook; chair (seat); table 

holder (furniture); sofa; stair rods for fixing stair blankets not of metal. 

 

21   Toilet paper dispenser; tissue box; toilet utensils; toilet paper rack; brush; towel rack and towel 

hanging ring; drinking utensils; toilet brush; household ceramic products; household or kitchen 

containers; kitchen board; non-electric cleaning instruments; household utensils; soap rack; clothing 

drying rack; condiments dispensers; laundry clothes hangers; kitchenware. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546887 

(220) Application Date :10/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : OUTSYSTEMS - SOFTWARE 

EM REDE S.A. 
(731) Applicant Address : RUA CENTRAL PARK, 

EDIFICIO 2, 2º A P-2795-242 LINDA A VELHA, Portugal 

(750) Representative: RUA VITOR CORDON, 10-A P-1249-

103 LISBOA 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  641594  28/04/2020  PT 

 
 

 

(540): OUTSYSTEMS 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Mobile apps; downloadable computer software applications; downloadable 

mobile applications for the transmission of data; computer software platforms, recorded or 

downloadable; interactive software; operating software; collaboration software platforms (software); 

software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; software 

for the integration of artificial intelligence; cloud computing software. 

 

42   Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for shipment processing over 

computer networks, intranets and the internet; design and development of operating software to access 

and use a cloud computing network; electronic data storage; technological consultancy and research 

services in the fields of computer software, computer hardware and computer networks; computer 

programming services; design, development, deployment, implementation, analysis, integration and 

management of computer software for others; installation, modification, maintenance and repair of 

computer software; customization and configuration of computer software; configuration of computer 

hardware using software; consulting services related to virtual infrastructure, electronic data storage 

and computer networking applications; managed information technology services and operations for 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

others, namely management of virtual infrastructure, consultancy related to computer networking 

applications and electronic data storage services; service provider, namely hosting, managing and 

administering computer software for others; leasing and rental of computer software; technical support 

services, namely troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software 

problems. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1546977 

(220) Application Date :05/08/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HARI RAM MOHAN LAL AGARWAL 

Trading as M/s Sun Shine Food Products 
(731) Applicant Address : F-88/89, BICHHWAL INDUSTRIAL AREA, 

BIKANER 334006 (RAJASTHAN STATE), India; F-88/89, BICHHWAL 

INDUSTRIAL AREA, BIKANER 334006 (RAJASTHAN STATE), India 

and F-88/89, BICHHWAL INDUSTRIAL AREA, BIKANER 334006 

(RAJASTHAN STATE), India 

(750) Representative: a-1, 1st floor, satyamev-1, opp. gujarat high court, 

sola, s.g.road, ahmedabad 380060 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 
 

(540): BC 

BHIKHARAM 

CHANDMAL 

BIKANER 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 30   Sweets; bhujia and namkeen, being snacks made from cereals and 

pappadam (bread made with lentil flour), included in class 30. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547070 

(220) Application Date :02/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Weihai Gaosai Metal Product Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 1, Gaosai Road, Wangtuan Town, 

Lingang Economic and Technological Development 264200 Zone, 

Weihai City, Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 501, 5/F, Qingdao Jufeng Venture 

Building, No.52 Miaoling Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao City 

Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): GAOSAI 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 6   Frames of metal for building; grilles of metal; buildings of metal; girders of 

metal; stables of metal; palings of metal; fences of metal; pigsties of metal; ropes of metal; straps of 

metal for handling loads. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547107 

(220) Application Date :11/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : MIDAS CARE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. 

LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : lotus corporate park, b wing, 3rd floor, graham firth 

comp., near w e highway, goregaon east mumbai mh 400063, India 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: The Color Pink, Purple and White are a distinctive 

feature of the mark.The mark is composed of the words 'CLEAN AND DRY' 

written in white Color against the backdrop of a floral pattern, painted in an 

 

  
 

(540): CLEAN 

AND DRY 
 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

artistic manner which is coloured in a mixed combination of Pink & Purple. 

(310)(320)(330):   
(511) Goods/Services : 5   Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation included in this class. 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547110 

(220) Application Date :29/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : China Tobacco Jiangsu 

Industrial Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 406-3 Zhongshan 

North Road, Nanjing 210011 Jiangsu, China 

(750) Representative: 45/F, CTF Finance Center,  

No. 6 Zhujiang East Road, Tianhe District 510623 

Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540): Nanjing 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34   Cigarette paper; lighters for smokers; matches; ashtrays for smokers; 

tobacco; electronic cigarettes; cigars; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical 

purposes; cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette filters. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547132 

(220) Application Date :12/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Zhongchuang Yuanheng (Shandong) Commercial 

Development Co., Ltd. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 3513, Building 2, Ginza Jingdu 

International Plaza, 66 Shunhedong Street, Shizhong District, Jinan City 

Shandong Province, China 

(750) Representative: Room 3203, Building A4-3, Hanyujingu, No.7000, 

Jingshi Road, New and High-tech Zones, Jinan City Shandong Province 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 35   Business management assistance; commercial intermediation services; 

import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing 

goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 

sellers of goods and services; marketing the goods and services of others; presentation of goods on 

communication media, for retail purposes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547367 

(220) Application Date :17/02/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Limited Liability Company "OPLATI" 
(731) Applicant Address : Kropotkina str., 91, office 14, room 16 

220002 g. Minsk, Belarus 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  20192586  30/10/2019  BY 

 

  
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 36   Credit bureau services; debt collection agency services; real estate agency 

services; financial analysis; rental of apartments; rental of offices for co-working; rental of offices for 

shared work of various specialists; rental of real estate; rental of farms; lease-purchase financing; 

savings bank services; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rent collection; issuance of 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

travelers' checks; issuance of credit cards; issuance of tokens of value; capital investment; insurance 

information; financial information; financial research; clearing, financial; insurance consultancy; 

financial consultancy; stock exchange quotations; business liquidation services, financial; brokerage; 

financial management; exchanging money; online banking; processing of debit card payments; 

processing of credit card payments; factoring; organization of monetary collections; antique appraisal; 

jewelry appraisal; stamp appraisal; real estate appraisal; numismatic appraisal; art appraisal; financial 

evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; electronic 

funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; real estate brokerage; insurance brokerage; loans 

[financing]; pawnbrokerage; providing financial information via a web site; check verification; 

charitable fund raising; financial sponsorship; mortgage banking; instalment loans; insurance 

underwriting; apartment house management; real estate management; actuarial services; banking; 

retirement payment services; trusteeship; mutual funds; financing services; safe deposit services; 

deposits of valuables; fiscal valuation. 

 

38   News agency services; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic bulletin 

board services [telecommunications services]; telecommunication information; providing user access 

to global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing Internet chatrooms; providing 

telecommunications connections to a global computer network, transmission of greeting cards online; 

message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of telegrams, 

transmission of digital files; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of access time to global 

computer networks; rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; 

rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; transmission of electronic mail; communications by 

fiber optic networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; 

satellite transmission; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile 

transmission; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; 

teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail services; telecommunications routing and junction 

services, telegraph services; telephone services. 

 

42   Computer system analysis; chemical analysis; recovery of computer data, graphic arts design; 

computer virus protection services; oil-field surveys; oil-field research; geological surveys; geological 

examination; engineering; installation of computer software; meteorological information; clinical 

trials; material testing; textile testing; bacteriological research; biological research; geological 

research; research in the field of environmental protection; cosmetic research; mechanical research; 

research in the field of physics; chemical research; research and development of new products for 

others; scientific research; calibration [measuring]; computer security consultancy; information 

technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 

architectural consultancy; Internet security consultancy; computer software consultancy; data security 

consultancy; quality control; land surveying; dress designing; updating of computer software; 

monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting 

unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a 

service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; authenticating works of art; design of interior 

decor; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; urban planning; providing 

information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site; providing search 

engines for the Internet; providing a software platform ready for use of cloud services (PaaS); 

conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conducting technical 

project studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer rental; rental of computer 

software; hosting computer sites [web sites]; development of computer platforms; computer software 

design; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information 

technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; computer programming; technical 

writing; cloud computing; chemistry services; information technology services provided on an 

outsourcing basis; packaging design; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

technology consultancy; data encryption services; electronic data storage; surveying; electronic 

monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the Internet; electronic monitoring of personally 

identifying information to detect identity theft via the Internet; geological surveys. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547458 

(220) Application Date :28/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : ENI S.p.A. 
(731) Applicant Address : Piazzale Enrico Mattei, 1 I-00144 Rome, Italy 

(750) Representative: Via Vincenzo Bellini, 20 I-00198 Rome 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Black and yellow. 

(310)(320)(330):  302020000028012  02/04/2020  IT 

 

  
 

(540): eni 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 4   Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; fuel gas; fuel; dust absorbing, 

wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547478 

(220) Application Date :09/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES 

CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Administration Building Huawei 

Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District 

Shenzhen, China 

(750) Representative: 11th Floor, Tower C, Beijing Global 

Trade Center, 36 North Third Ring Road East, Dongcheng 

District 100013 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  
(310)(320)(330):  44438426  09/03/2020  CN 

 

 
 

(540): HONOR ViewPad 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9   Cabinets for loudspeakers; network communication apparatus; modems; 

sleeves for laptops; electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable 

batteries); bags adapted for laptops; headphones; earphones; virtual reality headsets; digital video 

recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound transmitting 

apparatus; camcorders; cameras (photography); computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); 

pedometers; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video monitors; interactive touch 

screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; connected bracelets (measuring 

instruments); computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; optical 

lenses; gas testing instruments; black boxes (data recorders); smart rings; digital weather stations; 

human face recognition devices; air analysis apparatus; materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); 

video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; thermal imaging cameras; bathroom scales; scales 

with body mass analyzers; personal digital assistants (PDAs); computer software platforms, recorded 

or downloadable; thin client computers; selfie lenses; laboratory robots; teaching robots; USB data 

lines or data cables; downloadable mobile phone software applications; holders for mobile phones; 

touch screens; television apparatus; hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver software, 

recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 

wearable computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile 

phones; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; electric plugs; electric sockets; 

electric contacts; intercoms; digital door locks; alarm central units; sensors; tablet computers; laptop 

computers; notebook computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; 

computer hardware; computer memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); transponders. 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547530 

(220) Application Date :31/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SHENZHEN CHUANG XIN WEI 

BICYCLE CO., LTD 
(731) Applicant Address : Floor 1, 2 and 3, Building B, No. 10, 

Xingye Second Road, Fenghuang Community, Fuyong Street, 

Baoan District, Shenzhen 518103 Guangdong, China 

(750) Representative: Unit 703, 7th Floor, Unit 2, No. 16 

Haidian Zhongjie, Haidian District Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): DECA 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12   Motorcycles; motor cars; rims for wheels of bicycles, cycles; handle bars 

for bicycles, cycles; bicycle saddles; bicycles; frames for bicycles, cycles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; 

tricycles. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547597 

(220) Application Date :23/06/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : SHENZHEN WOODY VAPES 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Block 1, Shapuyangyong 

Industry Park, Songgang, Bao'an District, Shenzhen 

Guangdong Province, China 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): ICCPP 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34   Electronic hookahs; cigarettes; matches; smokeless cigarette vaporizer 

pipes; cigarette filters; lighters for smokers; oral vaporizers for smokers; flavourings, other than 

essential oils, for tobacco; electronic cigarette; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/M/0001/1547617 

(220) Application Date :14/05/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GUANGZHOU WANG LAO JI GREAT 

HEALTH INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 
(731) Applicant Address : Room 106 (Not using as Factory Building), 

No. 3 Shuangshan Road, Nansha District, Guangzhou City Guangdong 

Province, China 

(750) Representative: B1-1101, No. 9 Chegongzhuang Avenue, Xicheng 

District 100044 Beijing 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32   Beer; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; waters 

[beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages; plant-based beverages; fruit juices; smoothies; soya-based 

beverages. 
 

 

 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2013/8079 

(220) Application Date :25/04/2013 

(731) Applicant Name : Lava International Limited, 

(A Company incorporated under the laws of India) 
(731) Applicant Address : C-7/227, Sector-7, Rohini,, 

Delhi-110 085, India 

(750) Representative: Yishay & Associates, PO Box 

995, Sernya Lam, Lower Motithang, Thimphu-11001 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): XOLO 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Mobile phones, mobile phone accessories, land line phones and its 

accessories, other telecommunication equipment and products, , other electronic and electrical 

appliances, batteries, software relating to telecommunications included in class 9. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9763 

(220) Application Date :03/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : British American Tobacco 

(Brands) Inc., 
(731) Applicant Address : 251 Little Falls Drive, Suite 

100, Wilmington, DE 19808-1674, United States of 

America 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE, Post 

Box. 503, Flat # 1, Lhaki Shopping Center, Phendey Lam, 

Thimphu 11001,, Thimphu 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: White, Black and Green 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): VICEROY 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34  Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe 

tobacco; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette 

lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; 

pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; 

electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated. 
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9764 

(220) Application Date :08/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Benson & Hedges 

(Overseas) Limited 
(731) Applicant Address : Globe House, 4 Temple 

Place, London WC2R 2PG,, United Kingdom 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE, 

Post Box. 503, Flat # 1, Lhaki Shopping Center, 

Phenday Lam, Thimphu 11001 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: White, Black and Gold 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): B&H 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 34  Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; 

tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar 

lighters; matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for 

rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for 

electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated.   



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9765 

(220) Application Date :14/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : The Snowman Race Secretariat 
(731) Applicant Address : The Snowman Race Secretariat, P.O. Box # 

201, Pin Code #11001, WWF Bhutan, Kawajangsa, Thimphu, Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 

 
 

(540): SNOWMAN 

RACE 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 41  organize competitive run/ultra-marathon run  
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9766 

(220) Application Date :16/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name :  
(731) Applicant Address : No. 1, Tengsen Road, Weihai Economic and 

Technological Development Zone, Shandong Province, , China 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,Flat 1, Lhaki Building, 

Phendey Lam, P.O. Box 503,Thimphu-11001, BHUTAN 

(526) Disclaimer :  
(571) Colour Claims: Green & Yellow 

(310)(320)(330):   

 

  
 

(540):  
 

(511) Goods/Services : 12  Automobile tyres; pneumatic tyres; tyres for vehicle wheels; inner tubes 

for pneumatic tyres; bicycle tyres; treads for retreading tyres; inner tubes for bicycles tyres; suspension 

shock absorbers for vehciles; mudguards; shock absorbers for automobiles.  
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9767 

(220) Application Date :28/07/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : GLOW & lOVELY 
(731) Applicant Address : Weena 455, Rotterdam 3013 AL,, 

Netherlands 

(750) Representative: CLUES & COLLEAGUE,Flat 1, Lhaki 

Building, Phendey Lam, P.O. Box 503,Thimphu-11001, BHUTAN 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 
 

 

(540): GLOW & 

lOVELY 

 

(511) Goods/Services : 3  Soap; medicated soap; cleaning preparations; perfumery; essential oils; 

deodorants and antiperspirants' hair care preparations; shampoos and conditioners; hair colourants; hair 

styling products; non-medicated toilet preparations; bath and shower preparations' skin care 

preparations; oils; creams and lotions for the skin; shaving preparations; pre-shave and aftershave 

preparations; cologne; depilatory preparations; sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; cosmetics; 

make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly; lip care preparations; talcum powder; 

cotton wool for cosmetics purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; tissues, pads or wipes 



Successfull Examination Marks 

 

impregnated or pre-moistened with personal cleansing or cosmetics lotions; beauty Masks, facial 

packs.  
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9769 

(220) Application Date :04/08/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Contemporary 

Amperes Technologies Co., Limited, 
(731) Applicant Address : No. 2 Xingang Road, 

Zhangwan Town, iaocheng District, Ningde City, 

Fujian Province, P. R. China, China 

(750) Representative: Post Box 249, Lhaki 

Complex, Thimphu 

(526) Disclaimer :  

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   

 

 
 

(540): CATL 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 9  Electric accumulators; Battery boxes; Electric accumulators for vehicles; 

Photovoltaic cells; Solar batteries; Electric batteries; Battery Boxes, Electric batteries for vehicle; 

Anode batteries; Portable charger; Battery Chargers; Integrated circuits; Printed Circuit boards; Printed 

circuits; Plates for batteries; Anode; Cathodes; Condensers [capacitors]; Battery jars; Galvanic cells; 

Cell switches (electricity)  
 

(210) Application Number : BT/T/2020/9770 

(220) Application Date :05/08/2020 

(731) Applicant Name : Mr. Jigme Wangchuk 
(731) Applicant Address : Hejo, Hejo Lam, Thimthrom, Thimphu, 

Bhutan 

(750) Representative:  
(526) Disclaimer : Water and image NORBU separately 

(571) Colour Claims:  

(310)(320)(330):   
 

 

 
 

(540): KUENJOM 

WATER 
 

(511) Goods/Services : 32  Mineral Water (Beverages)  
 


